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Abstract
With the growing usage of wireless communication devices, demand for the spectrum access is rapidly increas-
ing. Therefore, an efficient spectrum management and spectrum access techniques are necessary and critical.
However, studies on spectrum usage have revealed that most of the allotted spectrum is not used efficiently due
to the static frequency allocation methods. With the evolution of cognitive radio, spectrum access techniques
shift from static spectrum allocation to dynamic allocation with enhanced features such as spectrum sensing and
spectrum adaptation.
In the first part of this thesis, we study several spectrum access techniques in cognitive radio networks, which
have been developed with spectrum adaptation. The performance of cognitive radio systems are evaluated in
terms of capacity, blocking probability and forced termination probability of the secondary network. Due to the
strict priority over primary users, the performance of the secondary network is restricted. One of the successful
solutions to further improve the system performance by increasing the capacity and decreasing the blocking
and forced termination probabilities is the integration of a queuing model. Most of already designed queuing
models for cognitive radio systems have been designed with certain limitations of performance. Therefore in
this thesis, a bunch of techniques of performance improvement have been taken into account when designing the
queuing model. The features: channel aggregation, spectrum handover, channel sharing, priority based queuing
and heterogeneous traffic are considered together in order to model the queuing system as much as more realistic
way which can further enhance the overall system performance.
In the second part of this thesis, we propose a queuing system referred to as Priority based Multiple Queue
System (PMQS) which is designed with two queues separately for the real time and non-real time secondary
user services. Channel access opportunities are distributed between two queues such a way that the real time
services have the higher priority than elastic services. Two queuing approaches are introduced based on the
queuing ability of the interrupted non-real time services. Continuous time Markov chain models are developed
to evaluate the system performance in terms of capacity, blocking and forced termination probabilities of the
secondary network. In addition, we explore the cost analysis of the proposed queuing model in terms of mean
queuing delay. Other than that, spectrum utilization of the cognitive radio system is also evaluated. In order to
minimize the associated queuing delay, a maximum value for the number of waiting lines inside a queue is set
instead of an infinite queue size . Analytical results reveal that integration of the proposed queuing model could
increase the capacity of the secondary network while decreasing the blocking probability. And also one of the
proposed queuing methods can further decrease the forced termination rate of non-real time traffic. Associated
queuing delay is controlled by proper selection of maximum queue sizes. For these reasons, it can be concluded
that the proposed queuing model can be used to improve the system performance of multi-channel cognitive
radio networks.
Keywords: Cognitive radio, channel aggregation, spectrum adaptation, heterogeneous traffic, queuing
system, Markov model, performance analysis
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In this chapter, we attempt to provide background information regarding the concept of cognitive radio (CR)
technology. Spectrum scarcity is briefly explained as the main reason behind the emergence of cognitive radio
networks (CRNs). At the end of this chapter we describe motivate factors and the problem statement before
outlining the thesis chapters.
1.1 Background Information on Radio Spectrum
Radio Spectrum is a finite resource. It refers to the electromagnetic frequencies between 3 KHz and 300 GHz.
Based on different requirements of different applications, the radio spectrum is divided into frequency bands.
Table 1.1 indicates these bands and the corresponding frequency ranges [1]. Access to the spectrum is autho-
rized by the telecommunication authorities in a country or region according to the regulations of International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). Over the last decade, wireless communications have grown rapidly and more
spectrum resources are needed to support various novel concepts of wireless services. High data rates become
more and more necessary for normal professional needs or at home based users. Therefore, the demand for spec-
trum is increasing and frequency bands become congested specially in densely populated urban areas. Therefore,
the issue of spectrum scarcity has become a major concern among wireless communications system designers.
The National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s (NTIA) frequency allocation chart
(Figure 1.1) indicates overlapping allocations over all of the frequency bands [2]. According to this figure,
it is clear that all the frequency bands are exclusively allocated for particular services. However, the actual mea-
surements show that the most of the allocated frequency bands are vastly underutilized [3] and a large number
of spectrum holes exist under traditional fixed spectrum assignment. It is important to note that the static ways
of frequency allocation is the main reason for this problem. Today, it is widely accepted that this type of static
frequency allocations is as inefficient for radio spectrum management. Therefore, the difficulty of spectrum al-
location is no longer a problem of searching an available frequency band. If the currently allocated spectrum is
utilized in the most efficient manner, this problem can be solved. The most promising way to achieve this goal
is the Dynamic Spectrum Allocation (DSA) instead of traditional static allocation methods [4].
1
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Table 1.1: The Radio Spectrum.
Designation Frequency Wavelength
ULF (Ultra Low Frequency) 300 Hz to 3 kHz 1000 km to 100 km
VLF (Very Low Frequency) 3 kHz to 30 kHz 100 km to 10 km
LF (Low Frequency) 30 kHz to 300 kHz 10 km to 1 km
MF (Medium Frequency) 300 kHz to 3 MHz 1 km to 100 m
HF (Medium Frequency) 3 MHz to 30 MHz 100 m to 10 m
VHF (Very High Frequency) 30 MHz to 300 MHz 10 m to 1 m
UHF (Ultra High Frequency) 300 MHz to 3 GHz 1 m to 10 cm
SHF (Super High Frequency) 3 GHz to 30 GHz 10 cm to 1 cm
EHF (Extremely High Frequency) 30 GHz to 300 GHz 1 cm to 1 mm
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This chart is a graphic single-point-in-time portrayal of the Table of Frequency Allocations used by the
FCC and NTIA. As such, it does not completely reflect all aspects, i.e., footnotes and recent changes
made to the Table of Frequency Allocations. Therefore, for complete information, users should consult the
Table to determine the current status of U.S. allocations.
Figure 1.1: The NTIA’s frequency allocation chart.
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1.2 Methods to Increase Spectrum Availability
Most part of the radio spectrum is already allocated for existing wireless systems. Therefore, challenges and
problems on how to allocate spectrum to more applications with unbalanced spectrum resources still exist which
attract many attentions in research areas. The following approaches provide solutions to some extent for increas-
ing the availability of spectrum for different wireless applications.
1.2.1 Unlicensed Spread Spectrum
In 1985, the ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) spectrum is allowed by the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) as an unlicensed radio band (2.4 - 2.5 GHz) [5]. Unlicensed spectrum is a very small portion
of the entire radio spectrum. One of the main benefits of ISM band is that it allows the civil use of spectrum
resources without paying for highly expensive spectrum resources. (But unlicensed users must follow the rules
defined in the FCC regulations.) With the growth of private local area networks, more parties and technologies
use unlicensed spectrum. Thus, it has become crowded and not all the users can access all the time. Since
unlicensed spectrum does not provide performance guarantee of the systems, this is not a better solution for
applications which need high QoS (Quality of Service). On the other hand, the interference caused by the radios
of different applications in the same band which have close proximity locations is a downside of ISM band.
Therefore, unlicensed spread spectrum cannot be considered as a perfect solution for the problem of spectrum
scarcity.
Another approach to improve the spectrum usage is to allow secondary use of the frequency bands. The
primary users who possess the license for the channels have the strict priority for channel access while secondary
users will get access under several restrictions. One of the mechanisms to accomplish this is to share the spectrum
without interfering with primary users. In UWB transmission, this is achieved by assigning restrictions on
transmission power levels of secondary users.
1.2.2 Ultra Wide Band
The main difference between Ultra Wide Band (UWB) systems and other communication systems is that it
operates across a very wide spectrum of several GHz frequencies [6]. But the combination of the features like
lower transmit power level and pulsed date with wider bandwidth improves the transmission speed and decreases
the interference level. However, UWB communications coexist with other wireless networking standards such
as 802.11 LAN, 802.16 MAN and WAN. UWB radios use the frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz. In
addition to the above mentioned technologies, 57 - 64 GHz spectrum band (60 GHz Radios) is allocated for
unlicensed usage as a measure of improving efficient spectrum utilization. This frequency range is used with
applications which need high data rate wireless transmission. However, none the above mentioned techniques
provide an effective solution towards the problem of spectrum scarcity. Cognitive Radio is the most promising
solution we can have in this decade, to tackle with the issues of spectrum scarcity in a better way.
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1.3 Cognitive Radio
Cognitive radio is a smart and novel approach for efficient channel utilization. Joseph Mitola introduced the
concept of Cognitive radio in 1999 by his research work [7] as a method to reuse the underutilized spectrum
in an opportunistic manner. Channel environmental sensing, followed by a knowledge based standard learning
is the success behind this technology. Therefore, unused channels can be identified and those channels can be
allocated for unlicensed users until the licensed users need the channel occupancy. Spectrum sensing, sharing
and management are significant challenges of this technology. Among these challenges, spectrum sharing and
management can be considered as the major concerns in this thesis. The FCC has defined a Cognitive radio
as: “A radio that can change its transmitter parameters based on interaction with the environment in which it
operates” [8]. The opportunistic users are called Secondary Users (SUs) or Cognitive Users and the licensed
owners of the channels in the spectrum band are called Primary Users (PUs). In some papers PUs are referred as
incumbent users or primary licensees. Secondary users can access the licensed spectrum during the absence time
of a primary user. When the primary user arrives to a channel, the secondary user has to finish its transmission
immediately and release the channel occupancy, since PUs have the strict priority over SUs.
1.3.1 Software Defined Radio
Software Defined Radio (SDR) can be considered as the key technology enabler for Cognitive radio. Most radios
today have the limitation of lack of run time adaptivity to changes of the system [9]. But in SDR this limitation
is overcome since its radio functionalities are performed by software modules. Since SDR technology has the
ability of reconfiguration, radios can easily be switched among different functions and operations [10] depending
on the status of the system. Actually, this is a basic requirement of a Cognitive radio network.
IEEE 802.22 Wireless Regional Area Network (WRAN) is the standard for using Cognitive radio techniques
to allow sharing of licensed spectrum bands when the primary licensees are not present [11]. The spectrum
where the IEEE 802.22 WRAN will use is already in use by TV services and wireless microphones and by using
proper spectrum sensing, the issue of interference is mitigated. IEEE 802.22 WRAN uses the unused or white
spaces within the television bands between 54 and 862 MHz, especially within rural areas where usage may be
lower by employing Cognitive radio technology. To be sure, improvement of the spectrum utilization is not the
only thing benefited from CR techniques. With the advancements of SDR, CR methods can be used to control
interference of frequency bands in a way that more frequency bands could be utilized. And also, it provides
technical background for operation on multiple frequencies with different power levels.
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1.4 Motivation
Cognitive radio networks have gained increasing research importance due to its capability of improving the
spectrum utilization. Efficient resource allocation in licensed frequency bands by using dynamic spectrum access
is a one of the major research components in CRNs. We analyzed different dynamic channel access techniques
which have been proposed by many research papers [12]-[17], [22]. Among those papers the dynamic channel
aggregation strategy proposed in [22] has been designed for heterogeneous traffic environment and spectrum
adaptation is also implemented by using channel sharing and channel adjustment. The results of that work prove
that the proposed strategy can achieve better performance. Not only specific to the results in [22] but generally
in CRNs, the blocking probability and the forced termination probability are increased due to the increase of
primary user arrivals. The provision of very low probabilities for blocking and forced termination of secondary
user services is a challenging goal for Cognitive radio systems. Motivated by need for an efficient queuing model
which can achieve that goal, we are addressing in this thesis modelling and simulation approaches for different
queuing strategies and investigate system performance of CRNs.
One important issue in Cognitive radios with a queuing scheme is to model the heterogeneous traffic of the
secondary network with different priority levels depending on the QoS requirements. The other issue is to model
the queuing system as it reduces the blocking probability and forced termination rate of secondary users. On the
other hand, other performance parameters, i.e., capacity and the overall spectrum utilization have to be improved
with the queuing model which is going to be developed. In addition, queuing delay has to be minimized. These
issues became our targets of this thesis and motivated factors of our current research work.
1.5 Problem Statement
Spectrum management functions of the secondary network always depend on the PU activities. When the PU
arrival rate increases, capacity of the secondary network decreases while blocking probability of new SU ser-
vices increases. On the other hand, the ongoing SU services are forced to terminate when there are no enough
channels upon a PU arrival. Therefore, the performance of SU services is restricted by the strict priority of PUs.
In order to increase the system performance of the secondary network, dynamic spectrum access (DSA) meth-
ods incorporated with channel aggregation are introduced in many research attempts. In [13] channel bonding
and aggregation methods are proposed for a multi-channel cognitive radio network in which the channels are
not time slotted. Fig. 1.2 and 1.3 depict the results of the variation of blocking probability and forced termi-
nation probability in [13]. As shown in these figures, at higher arrival rates of primary and secondary users,
both ongoing and new secondary users will experience service interruption and request blocking respectively.
Even though channel aggregation shows better performance in terms of forced termination, it leads to increase
blocking probability. Therefore, the necessity of an additional scheme to increase the overall performance arises.
With the evolution of research concepts, channel aggregation became an additive scheme which can increase
the capacity of the Cognitive radio users. A majority of the dynamic channel access methods are associated
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Figure 1.2: Blocking probability as a function of SU ar-
rival rate, λS [13].
Figure 1.3: Forced termination probability as a function
of PU arrival rate, λP [13].
with channel aggregation strategies. The motivation behind this work is originated with the studies on existing
DSA techniques. We studied dynamic channel aggregation techniques introduced by [22]. In that work, they
have evaluated the system performance under different channel aggregation techniques in terms of capacity,
blocking probability and forced termination probability. Due to the primary user arrivals, ongoing SUs have to
terminate their transmission, if all other channels in the system have been occupied and there is no chance to
share channels with other users. Forced termination probability increases dramatically, as the primary user arrival
rate increases. And also new users have to be blocked if there are no ideal channels in the system. Blocking
probability increases rapidly as the secondary user arrival rate increases. In order to experience better system
performances these probabilities should be reduced as much as possible. Then the next natural question is “how
we can reduce those probabilities to increase the system performance?”
This thesis proposes an integration of a queuing model with the existing Cognitive radio systems. The
problem scenario of the proposed model is threefold.
• Decrease the call blocking probability of new CR service requests and the forced termination probability
of ongoing non real-time services.
• Investigate the system performance in terms of secondary network’s capacity and spectrum utilization.
• Address the the effect of queuing delay on system performance.
Consider a secondary user arrives to the system to start its service when there are no ways to obtain system
resources. Then, the the SU service request is blocked by the system. However with the queuing model, blocked
users are forwarded to the waiting positions of the queue until the required number of channels becomes idle.
The services which have been interrupted due to PU arrivals also can be kept in the queue until free channels
are available. However, certain types of interrupted services which need continuous transmission may not be
queued since they need channel access without any interruptions. The queuing model proposed in this thesis
is innovative in the sense that to the best of our knowledge, this is the first queuing model which analyses the
system performance of a CRN which consists of the following features jointly.
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• Dynamic spectrum access with channel assembling and spectrum adaptation techniques
• Multiple queues for heterogeneous traffic
• Priority based queuing disciplines
• Maximum queue size based on traffic type
• Queuing opportunity for forced terminated non-real time traffic
1.6 Thesis Definition
In this thesis, the main objective is to evaluate system performance of channel assembling strategies of multi-
channel Cognitive radio networks which are integrated with queuing systems. As the initial task, we will study
the existing channel assembling methods and their ability of spectrum adaptation. We target at introducing
a new strategy for channel aggregation based on the existing methods. Then, we design a queuing system
to improve the Cognitive radio network’s spectrum utilization and the performance of the secondary network.
M/M/C queuing model with First In First Out (FIFO) queuing discipline will be used in the design process of the
targeted queue. The queuing model is designed in different approaches as it can be used to decrease the blocking
probability of new users and minimize the forced termination probability of ongoing users. Queuing delay
should be analyzed as the main cost introduced due to the queuing model. To evaluate all theses performance
parameters mathematical expressions are derived by using Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) modelling.
Therefore the main tasks of the thesis can be summarized as follows.
• Study existing channel assembling methods and their ability of spectrum adaptation. At the end of this
study, a new strategy for channel aggregation based on the existing methods is introduced. In addition,
the existing queuing models which are designed for Cognitive radio networks are studied as the literature
review. The disadvantages or limitations identified from those related work should be overcome at the
proposed model of this thesis.
• Design a specific queuing model by considering heterogeneous traffic patterns to integrate with the existing
systems. Since heterogeneous traffic is considered, multiple queues will be designed for different traffic
types.
• Evaluate the system performance in terms of different parameters and validate those results by using
MATLAB simulations.
• Produce convincing results based on the developed model which will be published later in a high quality
conference or a journal.
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1.7 Thesis Organization
The exposition in this thesis deals with the design of a queuing model with an improved dynamic spectrum
access strategy for the existing cognitive radio networks which can enhance the system performance. A
substantial section of this thesis has been concerned with Markov chain models and the numerical modelling
of proposed queuing system. The thesis is conceived in 7 chapters and the main points of each chapter are
summarized below.
Chapter 1:
In the first chapter, we briefly explain about the radio spectrum and the main issue associated with this resource,
i.e., problem of spectrum scarcity. Available solutions for increasing the spectrum utilization are also described.
Then, the Cognitive radio technology is explained briefly along with the concept of software defined radio.
Finally the problem statement is presented with the thesis definition.
Chapter 2:
Chapter 2 introduces several dynamic spectrum access strategies already developed in Cognitive radio research
field. In the first part of this chapter we discuss main functions of Cognitive radios and three types of DSA
models. And several spectrum access strategies which have been developed with spectrum adaptation functions
also discussed. The second part of Chapter 2 provides an in depth analysis of queuing theory basics and it
introduces Kendall’s notation with examples. The fundamental Little’s law is explained which is an important
principle in any kind of queuing analysis. The third part of this chapter explains the related work of this thesis.
Different queuing models proposed by several research works are presented with appropriate comments.
Chapter 3:
Chapter 3 is devoted to explain the proposed queuing model with important assumptions. This chapter is an
effort to highlight the proposed two queuing approaches, i.e., Case I and Case II. In addition to that, it also
presents the important features of the queuing model in brief.
Chapter 4:
Chapter 4 contains a comprehensive analysis of the proposed queuing model and the dynamic channel access
technique. In the first part of the chapter, functionality of the channel access technique over different PU and SU
activities are described while the second part is allocated to explain the queue scheduling algorithm. The third
part analyzes the state transitions of the Markov chain model and then closed form mathematical expressions to
calculate the performance parameters of the proposed system are derived.
Chapter 5:
The numerical results are illustrated in Chapter 5. At the beginning of this chapter the accuracy of the derived
theoretical models is assessed by simulations. Confidence intervals of the simulations are used in order to
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emphasize the validity of the analytical models. The next sections of the chapter depict the system performance
in terms of capacity, spectrum utilization, blocking probability, forced termination probability and average
queuing delay. The optimum reasons for the behaviour of each performance parameter are explained. The
system performance is compared between the proposed two queuing methods in order to determine the most
suitable queuing mechanism for each parameter. In addition, analytical results are analyzed for different service
distributions at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 6:
Chapter 6 recapitulate the major performance enhancements experienced by a Cognitive radio network as a
result of the integration of the proposed queuing model. In addition, methods of controlling the associated
queuing delay are discussed by highlighting the tradeoff between queuing delay and blocking probability. The
effect of non-Poisson arrival pattern at the queue over the analytical models is also discussed.
Chapter 7:
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the main contributions and conclusions of the thesis and points out some
directions for future research.
Appendix A:
The paper which is prepared based on this thesis work and which is planned to be submitted to IEEE Transac-
tions on Wireless Communications most probably in Autumn 2012, is attached as Appendix A.
Appendix B:
The most important MATLAB codes of the developed programs are mentioned in Appendix B.
1.8 Chapter Summary
The Chapter began with highlighting the need for proper solution for the problem of spectrum scarcity. It was
then explained that ISM frequency band and UWB as two radio systems which are developed to increase the
spectrum availability for wireless applications. The chapter proceeds by bringing attention to the technologies
of Cognitive radio and software defined radio. Motivate factors behind the thesis work is then explained by
emphasizing the work done in [22]. In the problem statement, the problems of higher blocking probability and
forced termination rate in an active primary and secondary user environment is conclusively illustrated. The
main objective of the thesis is presented in the thesis definition and main activities are defined. The chapter
ended by summarizing the thesis organization.

Chapter 2: Basic Concepts & Related Work
Cognitive radio can be considered as a new paradigm of wireless communication networks, to enhance the
utilization of the radio frequency spectrum by opening up the under-utilized sections of the licensed spectrum
for secondary usage. Cognitive capability and fluctuating spectrum are two main characteristics of CRNs. Due
to the fluctuating nature of the available spectrum, dynamic spectrum sharing methods are used in CRNs. In the
first part of this chapter we closely look at the available dynamic spectrum access methods for CRNs. During
the second part of this chapter we analyze basic principles of general queuing systems which we considered
as preliminary or necessary for understanding the analytical models in the next chapters. The last part of
the chapter is dedicated for analyzing several channel access methods and queuing models which are already
proposed for CRNs by different research attempts.
2.1 Key Characteristics of CRNs
2.1.1 Cognitive Capability
In CR terminology, the temporary unused spectrum bands are known as spectrum holes or white spaces. The
capability of identifying spectrum holes at a specific time or location is known as cognitive capability. As shown
in the figure, according to the availability of the spectrum holes, secondary users have to dynamically access the
channels [18].
2.1.2 Fluctuation of Spectrum
Communication resources available to CR users are highly dynamic. Because, the available spectrum is varying
throughout the communication process due to the PU and SU activities. A licensed spectrum may be used by
a PU at a time and it may become idle when the PU service is finished. Through the cognitive capability, SUs
have to sense the spectrum and find idle bands which are not used by PUs at that time. When a PU appears on a
channel which is occupied by an SU service, the interrupted SU has to vacate the channel immediately and find
another idle channel. Therefore, the available spectrum for the SU services always changes depending on the
user activities within the allowable spectrum band.
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Figure 2.1: The Spectrum Hole Concept [18].
2.2 Functions of Cognitive Radio
The following main functions support intelligent and efficient dynamic spectrum access in CRNs. The main
modules related with these functions are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
• Spectrum sensing: By periodically sensing the intended frequency bands, CR users have to determine the
status of the channels and events of the incumbent users. Spectrum sensing can be performed either by
centralized base station or distributed architecture.
• Spectrum analysis: The data obtained through the proper spectrum sensing is used by the CR users to
schedule and plan spectrum access. A decision to access a specific channel is made by optimizing the
system performance in terms of capacity of the secondary network.
• Spectrum access: According to the decision made on spectrum analysis, white spaces are accessed by the
unlicensed users. A cognitive medium access protocol is used to perform spectrum access by avoiding
collisions with other users.
• Spectrum mobility: Based on the presence of incumbent users, unlicensed users need to change the op-
erating frequency band which is known as spectrum handover. During the spectrum handover CR users
should be able to continue their data transmission in the new band.
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Figure 2.2: Cognitive Radio Functionality [19].
2.3 Dynamic Spectrum Access
The problem of underutilization of radio spectrum urges regulatory bodies to search for better spectrum man-
agement and allocation strategies. Thus, instead of the traditional static frequency allocation methods, dynamic
spectrum allocation has become more stimulative in the research field. Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) strate-
gies can be broadly categorized under three models [20].
• Open Sharing Model
• Hierarchical Access Model
• Dynamic Exclusive Use Model
In the open sharing model, the spectrum is open for access to all users. This model is already in use in the ISM
band. In hierarchical access model, SUs can opportunistically access the channels when they are not occupied
by PUs. However, in dynamic exclusive use model, a PU can grant access for his licensed frequency bands to an
unlicensed user for a certain period of time. In this thesis our main attention is regarding the hierarchical access
model since it is the most compatible approach with the legacy wireless systems. Moreover, this model can be
categorized in to two approaches based on the transmission power regulations of the secondary networks.
• Spectrum underlay approach: If the PUs are occupying all the frequency bands almost all the time, SUs
will not get an opportunity to transmit their data. To mitigate this disadvantage, in this case, the transmis-
sion power of the SU services keep below the interference temperature limit of primary users and signals
are transmitted in a very wide frequency band like in UWB.
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• Spectrum overlay approach: In overlay approach, there are no restrictions for the transmission power
levels of SU services. But, SUs can access channels only during the absent period of the PU services [21].
2.4 The Poisson Process
The Poisson process is the main modelling tool used in this thesis for deriving mathematical expressions of the
defined CR system with queuing models. The Poisson process is considered as a counting process that counts
the number of incidents of a specific event through time and inter-arrival intervals have exponential distribution
[23]. According to the definition of the Poisson process in [24], the counting process {N(t), t ≥ 0} is called
a Poisson process with rate λ if the inter-occurrence times X1, X2, · · · have a common exponential distribution
function
P{Xn ≤ x} = 1− e−λx, x ≥ 0. (2.1)
Therefore, in our analysis Poisson arrival process with exponential distributed service time is a main assumption
regarding PU and SU arrivals and their service times. Later, in our queuing model, we have to examine an
arrival process which consists of two types of arrivals. Thus, it is worth to analyze the following theorem on
merging of Poisson processes.
Theorem 2.1
Suppose that {N1(t), t ≥ 0} and {N2(t), t ≥ 0} are independent Poisson processes with respective rates λ1
and λ2, where the process {Ni(t)} corresponds to type i arrivals. Let N(t) = N1(t) +N2(t), t ≥ 0. Then the
merged process {N(t), t ≥ 0} is a Poisson process with rate λ = λ1 + λ2.
2.5 Fundamentals of Queuing System
There are several everyday examples that can be described as queuing systems, waiting line in a bank, computer
networks, manufacturing systems and communications systems. A typical queuing system can be described
considering three states, i.e., customers arriving for service, waiting for service if the servers are occupied and
leaving the system after the service being finished. There is a standard notation for classifying queuing systems
into different types based on the arrival pattern, distribution of the service time, queuing discipline and the
number of servers. Since it was proposed by D. G. Kendall, it is named as Kendall’s Notation.
2.5.1 Kendall’s Notation
Kendall’s notation is used to concisely define queue parameters. According to the Kendall’s notation, a queuing
system is described by the string A/B/X/Y/Z. However in most of the time, only first three symbols, i.e., A/B/X
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Figure 2.3: A Standard Graphical Notation for Queues.
is mentioned since they are the most important parameters to represent a queuing model. Table 2.1 indicates
the meanings of each parameter with examples. In many practical situations, we assume that customers arrive
according to a Poisson stream (exponential inter-arrival times) and their service times are independent and iden-
tically distributed. Service time can be deterministic or exponentially distributed. There may be a single server
or a group of servers to process the service requests of the arrived customers. Practically, the number of waiting
positions of a queuing system is limited. For example, a system with exponential inter-arrivals and service times,
one server and having waiting rooms for N customers is denoted as the four letter code M/M/1/N.
Table 2.1: Kendall’s Notation.
Parameter Refers to Examples
A Inter-arrival distribution of the customers M - Exponential, G - General
D - Deterministic
B Service time distribution M - Exponential, G - General
D - Deterministic
X Number of parallel servers 1, 2, · · · ,∞
Y Maximum number of customers allowed in the queue 1, 2, · · · ,∞
Z Scheduling discipline or queuing strategy FCFS, LCFS, Priority, RSS
The rule that a server uses to select the next customer from the queue when the server is finished the service
of the current customer is called queuing discipline. Commonly used queue disciplines are:
• FCFS - Service requests are served on a first-come first-serve basis. In FCFS, if a service request arrives
when the queue is full then the system blocks the request.
• LCFS - Service requests are served in a last-come first-serve manner.
• Priority - According to the importance of the service, Service requests are served.
• RSS - Random Selection for Services
• FQ - Fair queuing does not consider the order or priority, but serve the service requests in a fair way.
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2.6 Occupation Rate and Little’s Law
The fraction of time that the server is working is called occupation rate or server utilization of the system. In
some articles and books the terminology traffic intensity or offered load of the system also implies the same
meaning. If the arrival rate is λ and the mean service time is 1/µ, the occupation rate for a single server system ρ
is given by,
ρ =
λ
µ
(2.2)
Let the random variable L(t) denotes the number of users in the system at time t and let Sn be the sojourn
time of the nth user in the system. When the random variables L and S have the limiting distributions of L(t)
and Sn, then
lim
t→∞
1
t
t∫
x=0
L(x) dx = E(L), lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
k=1
Sk = E(S), (2.3)
where E(L) and E(S) denote the long-run average number of users in the system and the long-run average
sojourn time respectively. Little’s Law says that, the time average number of customers in a queuing system,
E(L), is equal to the rate at which customers arrive the system, λ multiplied by the average sojourn time of a
customer, E(S) [25]. Therefore,
E(L) = λE(S) (2.4)
This equation is extremely useful in our analysis to calculate the average waiting time of a SU service inside
a queue. And also it is more simple and general. This formula is general which means that, it can be applied for
a queuing system regardless of the distribution of arrival pattern, distribution of inter-arrival times and number
of servers in the system. The only requirement which needs to satisfy for applying Little’s law is that the system
should exist under steady state conditions.
2.7 Related Work - DSA Techniques
Hereafter, we describe three dynamic spectrum access techniques which have been implemented as spectrum
overlay approaches. In those techniques, channel aggregation is a key feature which is used to increase the
capacity of the secondary network. When there are more channels available in the target frequency band, SUs
can utilize several channels instead of occupying a single channel. This can be performed in two ways depending
on the availability of idle channels in the spectrum [26]. In the first case, channels which are adjacent to each
other or contiguous channels (CH 3 and CH 4 in Fig. 2.4) could be bonded as one SU channel. On the other
hand, channels which are not contiguous (CH 6 and CH 8 in Fig. 2.4) can be aggregated to form one SU channel.
Therefore the difference between these two terms depends on the channel locations in the frequency spectrum.
In this thesis, we use the term channel aggregation (CA) as a common representation for both ways.
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Figure 2.4: Channel Bonding and Aggregation.
In [12], two dynamic spectrum access strategies and one static strategy are proposed, and the performance of
those strategies was evaluated in terms of forced termination probability and capacity of the secondary network.
In the static strategy, once an SU service starts, the number of aggregated channels could not be changed. But
in the dynamic strategies, the number of aggregated channels for an ongoing SU service is adjustable. Let W
and V be the lower bound and the upper bound of the number of aggregated channels for SUs. M and T denote
the total number of channels in the system and the total number of channels currently occupied (by SUs and
PUs together) respectively. The main reason to select DSA techniques proposed in [12] for the discussion of this
thesis can be explained as follows. The spectrum allocation methods proposed in [12] support dynamic spectrum
access and they are featured with channel aggregation and real time spectrum adaptation. Spectrum adaptation is
an important feature of spectrum access which means dynamically adapting to the spectrum status in a real-time
manner in order to fully utilize the available radio resources. The DSA strategies proposed in [12] are explained
under related work in subsection 2.7.1 - 2.7.3. Subsection 2.7.4 is devoted to give a short description of the main
reference paper of this thesis.
2.7.1 Dynamic Fully Adjustable (DFA)
In DFA, if there are idle channels available upon a PU arrival, the interrupted SU will immediately release the
channel to the licensed PU and continue its service on one of the idle channels. If there is no idle channel, the
SU service which has the maximum aggregated channels will donate one channel to the interrupted SU service,
given that it has more aggregated channels than the interrupted SU service and its remaining number is still not
fewer than W . In the worst case, if all ongoing SU services have exactly W channels upon a PU arrival, the
interrupted SU service is forced to terminate.
On the other hand, when a new SU service arrives, the system should offer at least W channels to accommo-
date the new arrival. Moreover, the new SU service may aggregate up to V channels if there are enough channels
available. If the number of idle channels is fewer than W , to accommodate the new SU service, the ongoing SU
service with the maximum number of channels will donate channels as long as it can still have W channels after
donation. If the donated number is not enough, other ongoing SU services will collectively donate channels. If
the number of idle channels plus the number that can be donated by ongoing SU services is still fewer than W ,
the new SU request is blocked.
As a result of service departures or forced termination of SU services, channels become idle. The ongoing
SU service which has the minimum number of aggregated channels will utilize those idle channels up to V .
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2.7.2 Dynamic Partially Adjustable (DPA)
DPA is different from DFA only regarding the PU arrival process. In DPA, when a PU arrives to a particular
channel, if there is no idle channel in the system, the interrupted SU will adjust downwards its number of
occupied channels. Furthermore, if PU arrives to a channel which is in use by an ongoing SU service with
exactly W channels and there are no other ideal channels, the interrupted SU service is forced to terminate. In
other words, there is no channel sharing process with other ongoing SU services when a PU arrives in DPA. In
fact, DPA has been designed for the purpose of reducing the complexity of channel assembling in DFA, since
channel sharing involves more handshaking.
2.7.3 Static Strategy (STC)
In contrast with these two dynamic strategies which support spectrum adaptation, STC does not facilitate
spectrum adaptation. In STC, upon the arrival of a new SU service, it can aggregate up to V channels if
(M − T ) ≥ W . When an arriving PU takes one of the channels currently used by a SU service, that SU
service is simply dropped and all its occupied channels are released to the system. However, the newly released
channels will not be re-allocated to other ongoing SU services, no matter whether they occupy W channels or
more.
In brief, DFA exhibits maximum flexibility of spectrum adaptation while DPA supports spectrum adaptation
of all PU and SU activities except PU arrivals. Whereas STC does not allow spectrum adaptation for the sake of
simplicity. According to the numerical results obtained in [12], dynamic strategies can achieve higher capacity
in comparison with the static strategy.
2.7.4 Modeling and Performance Analysis of Channel Assembling in Multi-channel Cognitive
Radio Networks with Spectrum Adaptation [22]
The channel assembling strategies proposed in [22] provides the basis for the dynamic channel aggregation
strategy proposed for the queuing model in this thesis. In that work, two representative channel assembling
strategies are proposed to evaluate the system performance considering heterogeneous SU traffic. According
to the numerical results obtained in this paper, improved performances have been achieved by using dynamic
channel aggregation in contrast with static channel aggregation. CTMC models for the Quasi-Stationary Regime
(QSR), i.e., when PUs are relatively static compared with SU activities, are also introduced. In addition, the
authors have evaluated system performance under various service distributions of PU and SU services.
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2.8 Related Work - Queuing Models
Research interest on cognitive radio technology has grown greatly and most of the research works have dealt
with performance improvement of secondary network while ensuring negligible interference for primary users.
In most cases, performance of the cognitive radios has been evaluated with capacity and blocking probability
of the secondary users. Also, a lot of scientific effort has been put into understanding and analyzing queuing
systems for cognitive radio networks. However, the majority of those attempts mainly focus on the analysis of
the sojourn time. Subsections 2.8.1 - 2.8.4 analyze the queuing models proposed by several scientific papers.
2.8.1 Opportunistic Scheduling for CRNs: A Queuing Analysis [27]
In [27], a queuing framework has been developed to analyze the performance of opportunistic access by CR
users. The model is developed under infrastructure based dynamic spectrum access environment. The proposed
scheme is assumed to be a time slotted with fixed slot size corresponding to the frame transmission. The arriving
packets are modelled as a Batch Bernoulli process and the packets in the queue are served in FCFS order. By
imposing resource constraints over new incoming connections the model allows to control the level of QoS. On
the other hand, when the new CR user needs to start a new connection, the admission controller at the base
station use the queuing model to decide the admission grant. Therefore, the proposed queuing model is utilized
to achieving both QoS and admission control. The main focus of the numerical results is towards the mean
packet delay and packet loss rate. The system performance has not been compared with a system without a
queuing model.
2.8.2 Performance of a Cognitive Radio Network with Tolerable Service Degradation [28]
When a secondary user detects a primary user’s arrival, it immediately vacates the channel and move in to another
idle channel, if available. But if the CR users fail to detect the presence of the primary call, both users have to
face with degraded service due to high interference level. In [28], several performance metrics are derived based
on a queuing network model. Indeed this paper analyzes the performance of primary network by evaluating the
service degradation experienced by primary users due to secondary user’s incorrect spectrum sensing. A notable
feature of this model is that each channel in the system is considered as a single server queuing system. A
simple equal probability channel assignment strategy is assumed and the queued secondary calls access channels
according to the FCFS order.
As shown in Fig. 2.5, total secondary user arrival rate to the queue has two parts. External (new) user arrival
rate and the internal arrival rate from the other channels due to the SU switching among channels when PU
arrivals take place. One of our comments on this model is that the arrival process to the queuing model cannot
be considered as a Poisson process. Thus, an analytical proof or simulation confirmation is required to validate
the solution.
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Figure 2.5: Queuing network model proposed in [28].
2.8.3 Markovian Queuing Model for Dynamic Spectrum Allocation in Centralized Architec-
ture for Cognitive Radios [14]
In the proposed queuing model for a CR network in [14], access latency for the secondary users is evaluated
as the main QoS parameter. In this solution, two queues are introduced named as secondary user queue (SUQ)
and bandwidth allocation queue (BAQ). The queue which stacks the all SU arrivals referred as SUQ which is
modelled as an M/M/1 queue and the SU requests entering the SUQ are served in FCFS order. In order to
distribute the number of frequencies for the PUs and SUs, BAQ is used. A special feature of the BAQ is that
both PU and SU requests are queued, so FCFS order could not be applied for BAQ since PUs have the strict
priority over SUs. Due to the fact that the different types of services entering the queue, BAQ is modelled as
M/G/S/N loss queuing model where S is the number of available idle channels and N denotes limited BAQ
capacity. However, for the simplicity they have considered the special case where S = N . Access latency, i.e.,
the probability that the total time spent by a SU request to get the access grant and the blocking probability, i.e.,
the probability that an SU request will be denied are evaluated. But, in this work there is no comparative analysis
with respect to a system without a queuing model.
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Figure 2.6: Queuing network model proposed in [14].
2.8.4 The Impact of Queue on Opportunistic-based Cognitive Radio Networks [29]
The effect of using a queue over an opportunistic based cognitive radio networks is investigated in [29]. The
main target of the paper is to analyze the increase of the spectral efficiency by putting SU services in a queue.
Both PU and SU networks are assumed to be infrastructure based and resource allocation is performed with
access points. A simple channel access strategy is used without considering channel assembling. However, a
system without queuing model is also considered in this work and numerical results obtained through the model
are validated from the simulation results. According to the Fig. 2.7, the channel utilization of the proposed
system has increased in contrast with the system without queues. However, the percentage of increment is not
more than 5%. We believe that the usage of channel assembling techniques which support real time spectrum
adaptation will further increase the performance of the queuing model.
Figure 2.7: Channel utilization in two cases of with and without queue in [29].
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2.9 Chapter Summary
At the beginning of this chapter we describe the basic characteristics and functions of cognitive radios. Moreover,
the dynamic spectrum access methods are introduced by emphasizing its necessity in cognitive radio networks.
The theoretical aspects of a queuing model are briefly explained in order to provide the necessary background of
the queuing model proposed in the next chapter. One of the critical parameters, i.e., arrival process is highlighted
by commenting the Poisson process since it is an important assumption when deriving the analytical models.
The DSA techniques presented in the next part of this chapter provided us with a required background to the
channel access strategy proposed in Chapter 4. We close the chapter by presenting several queuing models which
are already proposed through several research papers which have been published in high quality conferences
and journals. The limited number of features of associated channel access strategies and the limited area of
performance evaluation are identified as restrictions of those models.
Chapter 3: Proposed Priority-based Multiple Queue
System (PMQS)
Several queuing models developed for CRNs are analyzed in the previous chapter. By avoiding several limitations
and restrictions of those models, we propose a priority based queuing approach for heterogeneous traffic in
CRNs. Our proposed model consists of multiple queues for different service types. Channel access priorities
for the queued customers are divided according to the service type. Chapter 3 will give the reader a complete
understanding of the proposed queuing model and an entrance to the analytical models described in Chapter 4.
3.1 System Model and Assumptions
In making an analytical model for a real-world application, it is always essential to make certain simplifying
assumptions to make the mathematics tractable. On the other hand, too many assumptions are not recommended,
since it would not be fitted with the real situation. Thus, in this thesis we made several assumptions which can
represent a CR system reliably. We consider an infrastructure based cognitive radio system consisting a central
base station (CBS) and multiple CR users. We consider two types of networks, i.e., primary and secondary
networks. A primary network has the full priority to designated frequency bands and a secondary network can
only access a frequency band when the corresponding primary network does not use that band. A primary
network can be any licensed-band network such as TVs, radar or satellite. An unlicensed-band network such as
an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN can be a secondary network.
Resource allocation for the secondary network is performed by the CBS. The licensed spectrum band is
divided in to M ∈ Z+ frequency channels and those channels are allocated for M licensed users (primary users)
and all channels are assumed to be statistically identical. Here Z+ denotes the set of positive integers. When
these channels are not occupied by primary users, secondary users have the choice to access the channels with
equal probability. Even though a primary user occupies only one channel for each service, secondary users
can aggregate several channels to complete the service with high data rate. Both channel bonding and channel
aggregation is allowed for SU services. Upon a PU service arrival, it will access one of the channels which are not
occupied by other PUs with the same probability. The reliable detection of PU presence is an important feature of
the secondary network [30]. Therefore, we assume perfect time synchronization and channel sensing capability
in the CR network. A secondary user can detect the presence of a PU when a PU accesses a channel. Thus,
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the probability of channel sensing errors of the system is considered negligible. Database service is periodically
updated with channel and queue status. The communication between the CBS and the database is maintained
regularly. For example, if a new SU service arrives when there are no chances for accessing a channel, then CBS
contact the database to check the availability of free positions in the queue. If free waiting positions are available
in the queue, the new SU service is queued and the change is updated in the database.
Figure 3.1: Infrastructure-based cognitive radio architecture.
3.2 Formulation of PMQS
In this thesis we propose multiple queues for different types of traffic distributions. In our analysis, we consider
two types of SU traffic, i.e., elastic traffic and real time traffic. It is worth mentioning that the terminology ESU
and RSU in this thesis are used to represent elastic SU services and real-time SU services respectively. However,
the term SU commonly represents the both SU services. Elastic flows such as file transfer and email adjust their
sending rate according to the existing network conditions. Therefore, in elastic traffic the service time can be
reduced if more channels are aggregated. Real-time applications, such as video streaming and voice over IP [31]
do not adjust its throughput in response to network conditions. Therefore, in our analysis the number of channels
allocated for a real time service is fixed. That means, real time services are not fully adapted to the channel state
changes. Other than this, the following assumptions are made in order to develop our analytical model.
• The arrivals of both PU and SU services are Poisson distributed with arrival rates λP , λS1 and λS2 for PU,
ESU and RSU services respectively.
• The service time for both PU and SU services is exponentially distributed with service rates per channel
µP , µS1 and µS2 for PU, ESU and RSU respectively.
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• All channels are homogeneous. Thus, the service rate of k aggregated channels in secondary network
equals kµS for elastic traffic.
• Services of the secondary network are independent of each other.
• The sensing and spectrum adaptation latency is negligible in comparison with the duration between con-
secutive service events.
The heterogeneous traffic considered in this thesis is mainly categorized into elastic and real time traffic.
Therefore, we propose two separate queues for those SU services. The queue named as EQ is used for elastic
traffic and the queue named as RQ is used for real time services. Since real time applications have the priority
for channel access, RQ is considered as the high priority queue and EQ is considered as the low priority queue.
Even though the users in RQ are assigned with higher priority, the priority level can be changed according to the
service requirements. This feature will be discussed in Section 4.3.
3.2.1 Case I: Queuing Network Model without Feedback Link
Two queuing methods are proposed based on the user arrivals to the queues. In Case I, only the new users
are allowed the access to the queuing system. Therefore, new ESU services can access waiting positions in
the low priority queue and new RSU services can access waiting positions in the high priority queue. Already
commenced SU services have no permission for accessing queues due to any reason. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the
queuing model proposed with Case I.
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Figure 3.2: Proposed Queuing Model - Case I
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3.2.2 Case II: Queuing Network Model with Feedback Link
But, in Case II, interrupted ESU services due to PU service arrivals, which cannot find any idle channel in the
system by means of channel adaptation are also authorized to access EQ in addition to the new ESU services. In
that case, they are not actually forced terminated, but temporarily stopped the transmission. However, if there
is no enough waiting rooms in EQ, they are considered to be forced terminated. Other than this the rest of the
functions of Case II are similar to Case I. Therefore, the interrupted RSU ongoing services will not be queued
even though they cannot find an idle channel. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the queuing model proposed with Case II.
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Figure 3.3: Proposed Queuing Model - Case II
Prior to presenting the features of these queuing models, the following notations are summarized.
λS1 = ESU arrival rate
λS2 = RSU arrival rate
λP = PU arrival rate
Rf1 = ESU temporary termination rate
M = Number of channels in the system
QL1 = Maximum queue size of low priority queue
QL2 = Maximum queue size of high priority queue
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3.3 Basic Elements of Proposed Scenarios
3.3.1 Queue Selection
When a new SU service arrives, the queue selector (QS) categorizes the SU request as a low priority services or
a high priority service. The categorization algorithm is defined by considering service type and their quality of
service requirements. For example, if the newly arrived request is associated with VoIP service, QS identifies it
as a real time application and directs it into high priority queue, i.e., RQ. Likewise all elastic traffic services are
directed in to EQ and all real time applications are directed in to RQ. Even though the implementation of queue
selection algorithms impose an additional cost on the operation, it is necessary to decide the application type
because, multiple queues in the system operates with different priority levels. Otherwise, incoming SU services
can decide the queue direction by using their own criteria, but it is not recommended for a infrastructure-based
network architecture.
3.3.2 Maximum Queue Length
In this queuing model, we define maximum queue lengths, i.e., the number of waiting rooms for each queue.
Real time applications such as VoIP and online video clips have strong QoS requirements such as minimum
delay, exact synchronization and jitter of the information [32]. A large number of waiting rooms lead to large
queuing delays. Therefore, the high priority queue, RQ should be equipped with less number of waiting rooms
compared to the low priority queue. Non real time traffic such as electronic mail, file transfer, HTTP and backups
benefits from large queues. The bigger the queue, it is less likely that packets will be dropped off the end of the
queue. Therefore, the low priority queue, EQ is equipped with comparatively large number of waiting rooms.
However, the average waiting time of an elastic traffic can be higher than that of real time traffic.
3.3.3 CRN Channel Access Point
One of the basic assumptions of this model is that the homogeneous spectrum environment. The spectrum is
considered with licensed bands and each primary user has its own licensed frequency channel. And also, PUs
have the strict priority for accessing channels at any time over SUs. Thus, PU services are not subjected for
queuing and they are directly pointed to the respective channels. The decision of the CRN channel access point
regarding the secondary network’s channel access depends on the dynamic channel access strategy used in the
CR system. Several channel access strategies are explained in the Section 2.7.
3.3.4 Queuing Discipline and Priority levels
If we consider the total SU arrivals, heterogeneous traffic is observable. But when we consider each queue
separately, they process homogeneous traffic. Queue, EQ accepts only elastic traffic and queue, RQ accepts
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real time applications only. For homogeneous traffic, FCFS order is applied. Therefore, service requests in the
both queues are processed with FCFS manner in which the first service in the queue is the first service that is
processed. However, when channel access opportunities are available, that opportunities are divided between
EQ and RQ with different priority levels. For example if 6 channels become idle, 4 channels are assigned for
the real time services in RQ and the rest is assigned for the elastic traffic in EQ when the ratio of priority levels
of RQ and EQ is given as 2:1. Due to this fact, the terminology priority based multiple queue model (PMQS) is
used for representing the proposed solution. Otherwise none of the queues are processed with priority queuing
discipline1.
3.4 Chapter Summary
Even though the length of this chapter is comparatively short, it is worth remembering that the topics covered
in the chapter is very important since it provides the description about the solution presented in this thesis. The
basic and underlying assumptions made while designing the queuing model are listed prior to the presenting the
solution. The proposed queuing model is explained in detail with perfect illustrations. It is classified in to two
queuing approaches referred to as Case I and Case II. Case II is introduced as a suggestion to reduce the forced
termination probability of the ongoing secondary user services. The chapter proceeds with the discussions on
important features associated with the proposed queuing model. The need of a maximum queue size for each
queue is also emphasized by considering the queuing delay. Finally, the term PMQS is introduced to the thesis
reader as the designation used to represent the proposed queuing model.
1In priority queuing discipline, each service request is assigned a priority, and the service request with the highest priority goes first,
regardless of the order of arrival.
Chapter 4: Analytical Models
In the first part of this chapter, we describe the channel access strategy designed for the CRN with the proposed
queuing model. The latter part of the chapter is allocated to develop analytical models of the system after the
analysis of state transitions in CTMCs. We derive mathematical equations to evaluate the system performances
in terms of various parameters.
4.1 Proposed Dynamic Channel Access Strategy
The channel access strategy that is utilized for the cognitive radio networks described in this thesis is based
on the channel assembling strategy proposed by [22]. In [22], heterogeneous traffic is considered however,
without any queuing approach. The dynamic channel assembling proposed in [22] uses both spectrum han-
dover and adjustable channel aggregation. The DSA strategy proposed in this thesis is denoted as Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) and it is designed by combining the following three schemes.
• DSA methods proposed in [22] for heterogeneous traffic.
• The channel aggregation method mentioned in Section 2.7.1, i.e., DFA strategy.
• Newly designed channel access scheme for the queuing model.
4.2 Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2)
Consider a CR network with M PU licensed channels, where secondary users contend for the channel access
when PUs are inactive. An ESU service can aggregate or bond several channels to increase its service rate. The
lower and upper bounds of the number of aggregated channels for an ESU service are denoted asW and V where
W,V ∈ N+. Therefore, an ESU can aggregate up to V channels if it is available. However, ESU services are not
processed unless it can aggregate at least W channels. Depending on the channel status and the user activities,
an ESU can dynamically adjust their number of aggregated channels. But for an RSU service the number of
aggregated channels is always fixed. In our notations, a ∈ N+ represents the number of channels aggregated by
an RSU service.
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If a channel is currently used by a certain user, we called the channel is in busy state. If a channel is not
occupied by any user then the channel is in idle state. The CRN described in this thesis involves three types of
service events, i.e., PU, ESU and RSU arrival and departure. The channel accessibility and channel adaptation
policies related to those service events are explained separately.
4.2.1 System Functions on PU Activities
In this subsection, we describe the system state adjustments performed due to the new arrivals of PU services and
their departures. In order to illustrate the channel adaptation and queue allocations of the system, we use graphi-
cal representations for each description of specific events. Let x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq}
be the general state representation of the system where,
jpu = No. of PU services in the system at state l,
jk = No. of ESU services with k aggregated channels at state l.
ga = No. of RSU services with a aggregated channels at state l.
Consider a CR system with M = 8,W = 1, V = 3 and a = 1. The maximum queue sizes of the EQ and
RQ are QL1 = 4 and QL2 = 2 respectively. The following depiction is used for represent the whole frequency
band and the queues of the system.
Figure 4.1: A graphical notation of the channels and queues of the system.
PU arrivals
When a PU arrives to a channel which is currently in idle state, that PU can start the transmission without any
conflict and the secondary network will not face with any change. But if the PU arrival is occurred towards a
channel in busy state due to an SU service with k1,W ≤ k1 ≤ V aggregated channels, the interrupted SU has to
vacate the channel immediately. The ESU service with the maximum number of aggregated channels, k2 donate
a channel for the interrupted SU service as long as its’ remaining number of aggregated channels is still greater
than or equals W , where k2 > k1. Otherwise, if there is no such ESU service which has k2 aggregated channels
where k2 > k1 then an interrupted ESU flexibly adjust downwards the number of assembled channels, as long as
the remaining number of aggregated channels is still greater than or equals W . But if the interrupted SU service
is an RSU, it is forced to terminate. When the interrupted ESU has exactly W channel and there is no other ESU
service which has more than W aggregated channels, then it is forced to terminate if Case I is used for queuing
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model. If Case II is applied over the queuing process, that ESU service is temporary stopped and put in to EQ
as long as EQ is not fully utilized. In the worst case, i.e., if EQ is also fully occupied, then corresponding ESU
is forced to terminate. An important feature that should be mentioned about RSU services is that they do not
donate channels for other SUs.
Now consider the state x = {j1 = 1, j2 = 2, j3 = 0, ja = 1, jpu = 2, jeq = 2, jrq = 1}, i.e., there is an
ESU services with single channel (ESU3), two ESU services with 2 aggregated channels (ESU1 and ESU2),
an RSU service and two PU services (PU1 and PU2). And also currently there are 2 ESU services and one RSU
service are waiting inside EQ and RQ respectively. This scenario is illustrated in the following state diagram.
Figure 4.2: A graphical notation of the system state x = {1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1}.
If a PU arrives to Ch. 6, when the system is in the state shown in Fig. 4.2, ESU3 has to vacate the channel
and find an accessible channel according to the above described regulations. ESU1 andESU2 has the maximum
number of channel aggregation and they have more thanW channels. Therefore one of those services will donate
a channel to the interrupted ESU3. If ESU2 donate a channel the output state of the system is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Channel adjustment after PU arrival to Ch. 6 in state x = {1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1}.
PU departures
Upon a departure of a PU service, the corresponding channel changes its state from busy to idle. When an idle
channel appeared, high priority of accessing that channel is given to the waiting services in RQ. According to
the FCFS discipline, the RSU service in the front end of RQ will get the chance to commence its service in
the idle channel. If there are no real time services queued in RQ or a > 1, elastic traffic in EQ will receive the
opportunity in the similar way ifW > 1. If both queues will not access the channel then the ongoing ESU service
which has the minimum aggregated channels, i.e., kmin, where kmin < V , can aggregate the new channel. For
example, suppose the PU service, PU1 departed when the system is in the state x = {j1 = 1, j2 = 2, j3 =
0, ja = 1, jpu = 2, jeq = 2, jrq = 1} as shown in Fig. 4.2. Since the first priority is given to the services in RQ
according to the queue scheduling algorithm explained in Section 4.3, the front end RSU service (RSU2) in RQ
get the access for Ch. 7 as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The queue, RQ becomes empty after this channel adjustment.
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Figure 4.4: Channel adjustment after PU departure in state x = {1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1}.
4.2.2 System Functions on SU Activities
The performance of the secondary network is not only relying on the PU activities, but also on the other SU
events.
SU arrivals
When a new ESU service arrives, the service can commence if there are at least W idle channels in the system
whereas upon a RSU service arrival, system should allocate exactly a channels. However, if there are not
enough idle channels for newly arrived SU services, the ongoing ESU service which has the maximum number
of channels will donate channels to the new users. In that case, after donation ongoing ESU should be able
to keep at least W channels, i.e., the lower bound of the channel aggregation. If the one with the maximum
number cannot provide W channels for new ESU service or a channels for new RSU service by itself, the next
ESU with the second maximum number will donate its channels and so on. If the ongoing ESUs collectively
cannot provide the required number of channels, then the new service is put in the corresponding queue (ESUs
are directed to EQ and RSUs are directed to RQ). However, if the queue is fully occupied the new service is
blocked. One important fact to be mentioned here is that ESU services are not put in RQ even at a situation when
EQ is fully occupied while RQ is empty. The same rule is applied for RSU services. As an example, consider an
ESU arrival when the system in state x = {j1 = 3, j2 = 0, j3 = 0, ja = 2, jpu = 3, jeq = 4, jrq = 2} as shown
in Fig. 4.5.
Figure 4.5: A graphical notation of the system state x = {3, 0, 0, 2, 3, 4, 2}.
In this state, all the channels are occupied by licensed and unlicensed users and both queues are fully oc-
cupied. Since each ESU service has only one channel, there is no possibility for donating channels. Thus,
the new SU request is blocked. On the other hand, if an RSU service arrived when the system is in state
x = {j1 = 2, j2 = 2, j3 = 0, ja = 1, jpu = 2, jeq = 2, jrq = 1} as shown in Fig. 4.2. In this case, either ESU1
or ESU2 will donate a channel to the new RSU2 and the resultant state is depicted in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Channel adjustment after RSU arrival in state x = {1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1}.
SU departures
Due to ESU and RSU departures, one or more channels become idle. The opportunity of accessing those channels
divided between the waiting RSU and ESU services in the queues by using the queue scheduling algorithm
explained in Section 4.3. By varying the priority factor β the number of allocated channels for each queue can
be altered. If one of the queues is empty, then all the idle channels are allocated for the services of other queue.
If there are channels still in idle state even after all the waiting services in the queues obtain channel access, then
the ongoing ESU service which has the minimum number of aggregated channels have the chance to aggregate
them up to V . Since real time services should possess fixed number of channels, RSUs will not assemble newly
idle channels. If the ESU with minimum number of channels aggregate V channels and there are still vacant
channels, the other ESUs will occupy the remaining ones by following the same principle.
For example, consider the departure of ESU2 service when the system is in state x = {j1 = 1, j2 = 2, j3 =
0, ja = 1, jpu = 2, jeq = 2, jrq = 1} as shown in Fig. 4.2. In this case, 2 channels become idle. If β = 2 is
applied in queue scheduling algorithm, nr = ne = 1. Therefore, these two idle channels are equally divided
between the queues, so that the output state is depicted in Fig. 4.7. The waiting services at the front end of EQ
and RQ queues are denoted as ESU4 and RSU2 respectively.
Figure 4.7: Channel adjustment after ESU2 departure in state x = {1, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1}.
When the queue scheduling algorithm allocates a certain number of channels for SU services in the queues,
they are distributed among those SU services such a way that a maximum number of SU services will get the
chance for service commencement. For example, if 10 channels are allocated for EQ when there are 5 ESU
services in that queue while system parameter is W = 2, then all the ESU services in EQ will get the chance.
Because the allocated number of channels is sufficient for all five ESU services in EQ in order to have the
minimum requirement, i.e., 2 channels for service commencement.
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4.3 Queue Scheduling Algorithm
Due to the departures of SU and PU services and forced termination of SU services, channels become idle in the
system. Idle channels are allocated for the SU services waiting in the queues and ongoing ESU services. Ongoing
ESU services get the opportunity for aggregating newly idle channels after the channel allocation procedure for
the services in queues. If all the idle channels are allocated for the SU services in the queues, then channels
are not allocated for ongoing ESU services. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the real time application
requests in RQ have more priority than the elastic traffic requests in EQ. Let β : 1 be the ratio between priority
levels assigned to RQ and EQ respectively where, β ∈ Q+ and β ≥ 1. Here, Q+ represents the set of positive
rational numbers. According to the QoS requirements of both elastic and real time traffic, the proper value for β
is determined. Although, a certain number of channels are initially available for the RSU services in the RQ, the
maximum number of required channels to reach the upper bound of channel aggregation for all RSU services
may be different. This fact is directly depend on the dynamic channel access strategy, DSA being used, minimum
channel requirements and the current queue size of RQ. A similar argument is applied for ESU services in EQ.
Consider the following notations which are used in the proposed queue scheduling algorithm.
n = The number of newly idle channels
a = The number of channels aggregated by an RSU service
β : 1 = Ratio between priority levels assigned to RQ and EQ respectively, β ≥ 1.
nr = The number of channels available for waiting RSU Services in RQ
This parameter is calculated by the line 2 or line 5 in Algorithm I
ne = The number of channels available for waiting ESU Services in EQ
This parameter is calculated by the line 3 or line 6 in Algorithm I
nrq, max = The maximum number of channels required by all the RSU Services in RQ
This parameter is corresponding to the line 8 in Algorithm I
neq, max = The maximum number of channels required by all the ESU Services in EQ
This parameter is corresponding to the line 9 in Algorithm I
neq, min = The minimum number of channels required by at least one ESU Service in EQ
This parameter is corresponding to the line 10 in Algorithm I
nE = The number of channels actually used by waiting ESU Services in EQ
nR = The number of channels actually used by waiting RSU Services in RQ
nO = The number of channels allocated for ongoing ESU Services
jeq = The number of ESU services currently in EQ
jrq = The number of RSU services currently in RQ
The allocation process of the n newly idle channels among the services in EQ and RQ is illustrated in
Algorithm I.
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Algorithm I: Pseudo code for queue scheduling:
Line Code
1: if n = 2k where, k ∈ Z+
2: nr = b ββ+1nc
3: ne = n− nr
4: elseif n = (2k + 1) where, k ∈ N
5: nr = d ββ+1ne
6: ne = n− nr
7: end
8: nrq, max = f(DSA, a, jrq)
9: neq, max = f(DSA,W, V, jeq)
10: neq, min = f(DSA,W, V, jeq)
11: if nrq, max ≥ nr
12: nR = bnra c.a
13: ne = n− nR
14: if neq, max > ne
15: if ne ≥ neq, min
16: nE = ne
17: else
18: nE = 0
19: end
20: else
21: nE = neq, max
22: end
23: else
24: nR = nrq, max
25: ne = n− nR
26: if neq, max > ne
27: if ne ≥ neq, min
28: nE = ne
29: else
30: nE = 0
31: end
32: else
33: nE = neq, max
34: end
35: end
36: nQ = nR + nE
37: if nQ < n
38: nO = n− nQ
39: else
40: nO = 0
41: end
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Example: Consider a CRN which uses DSA based on the channel aggregation strategy described in Section
4.2, i.e., Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2). The CRN consists of M channels where M ∈ Z+. These channels can
be used by secondary services of heterogeneous traffic with the following parameters, i.e., W = 4, V = 7 and
a = 2. Therefore an elastic service in the system can aggregate up to 7 channels while real time services always
aggregate 2 channels. Consider a particular state at which there are 2 ESU services waiting in EQ and 3 services
waiting in RQ until they will get the chance. Therefore jeq = 2, jrq = 3. Assume the value of β is set as β = 3/2.
From here onwards, we describe the proposed Algorithm I step by step.
• Suppose an ESU service of 7 aggregated channels is finished and those 7 channels become idle, i.e., n = 7.
According to the line 1 n 6= 2k since there is no value of k ∈ Z+ such that 2k = 7. But n = 2k + 1 is
satisfied for k = 3 as in the line 4.
• Therefore, nr = d
3
2
3
2
+1
× 7e = 5 and ne = 2 as in the line 5 and line 6.
• The value of nrq, max is calculated by using Algorithm II and the values of neq, max and neq, min are
calculated by using Algorithm III. According to the Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy, each real time
service in the queue need only 2 channels. However one of the elastic service requests in the queue can
aggregate up to 7 channels. Therefore, nrq, max = 2 × 3 = 6 and neq, max = 7 × 2 = 14. Since the
minimum number of channels required to provide channel access for at least one ESU service in the queue
is W , neq, min = 4.
• Since nrq, max > nr, the number of channels actually allocated for the waiting RSU Services in RQ is
nR = b52c × 2 = 4, according to the If condition in line 11. According to the line 13, ne = 7− 4 = 3.
• Since the if condition in line 14 is satisfied due to 14 > 4, we need to check the next condition in line 15.
Since ne < neq, min, the actually allocated channels for the ESU services in EQ is given by nE = 0 as
indicated in line 18.
• Line 36 calculates the total number of channels allocated for queued SU services, i.e., nQ. Since nQ =
4+0 = 4 and nQ < n, the system will allocate the rest of the idle channels, i.e., nO channels for ongoing
ESU services. Therefore, 3 channels are allocated for them as indicated in line 38.
Algorithm II: Pseudo code for the calculation of nrq, max for
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy
Line Code
1: nrq, max = a× jrq
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Algorithm III: Pseudo code for the calculation of neq, max and neq, min
for Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy
Line Code
1: if jeq ≥ 1
2: neq, max = V × jeq
3: neq, min =W
4: else
5: neq, max = 0
6: neq, min = 0
7: end
4.4 State Transitions
The following tables, Tables 4.1-4.5 summarize the state transitions associated with different events (SU/PU
departures and SU arrivals) under different conditions related to both cases (i.e., Case I and Case II). However,
the transitions from a generic state upon a PU arrival is not the same for Case I and Case II. Therefore, Table
4.6 and Table 4.7 summarize the state transitions associated with PU arrivals under different conditions related
with Case I and Case II respectively. In these tables1 the parameters n, nR and nE have the same meanings as
described in Algorithm I.
Table 4.1: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a PU departure with jpuµP transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
PU DP. An RSU in RQ uses the vacant channel. (jW , · · · , jV , ga + 1, jpu − 1, jeq , jrq > 0; jpu > 0; a = 1.
jrq − 1)
PU DP. An ESU in EQ uses the vacant channel. (jW + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu − 1, jrq = 0 or a > 1; jeq > 0; jpu > 0;
jeq − 1, jrq) W = 1.
PU DP. An ongoing ESUk uses the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, jk+1 + 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or a > 1; jeq = 0 or W > 1;
vacant channel. jV , ga, jpu − 1, jeq , jrq) jpu > 0; jk > 0, V > 1;
k = min{r|jr > 0,W ≤ r < V }.
PU DP. No SUs uses the vacant channel. (jW , · · · , jV , ga, jpu − 1, jeq , jrq) jrq = 0 or a > 1; jeq = 0 or W > 1;
jk = 0,W ≤ k < V or W = V ;
jpu > 0.
1In these tables DP and AR indicate a departure event and an arrival event respectively. ESUk denotes an ESU service with k
aggregated channels and b(x) denotes the total number of utilized channels at state x by SUs and PUs.
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Table 4.2:
Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a RSU departure with agaµS2 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
RSU DP. An RSU in RQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq , jrq − 1) jrq > 0; ga > 0; nR = n = a.
vacant channels.
RSU DP. An ESU in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , ja + 1, · · · , jV , ga − 1, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; ga > 0; nE = n = a;
vacant channels. jpu, jeq − 1, jrq) jeq = 1, W ≤ a ≤ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ a < 2W .
RSU DP. Two ESUs in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; ga > 0; nE = n = a;
vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu, jeq − 2, jrq) jeq = 2, 2W ≤ a ≤ 2V, a = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V or
jeq > 2, 2W ≤ a < 3W, a = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V .
· · · · · · · · ·
RSU DP. An ongoing ESU with the (jW , · · · , jh − 1, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
minimum no. of channels, h uses all the jV , ga − 1, jpu, jeq , jrq) ga > 0; h = min{r|jr > 0,W ≤ r < V };
vacant channels. l = a+ h ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · ·
RSU DP. All other ESUs use the vacant (0, · · · , 0, · · · , jV + q, ga − 1, jpu, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
channels and reach the upper bound V . jeq , jrq) ga > 0; q =
∑V−1
m=W jm;
a ≥∑V−1m=W (V −m)jm; V > W .
RSU DP. Other SUs cannot use the (jW , · · · , jV , ga − 1, jpu, jeq , jrq) jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0; ga > 0;
vacant channels. V > W, jm = 0, ∀m < V or W = V.
Table 4.3:
Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a RSU arrival with λS2 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
RSU AR. Enough idle channels exist. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga + 1, jpu, jeq , jrq) M − b(x) ≥ a.
RSU AR. The ESU with the (jW , · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jm − 1, · · · , jV , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
maximum no. of channels, m ga + 1, jpu, jeq , jrq) n = m− [a− (M − b(x))], W ≤ n < m.
donate a channels.
RSU AR. Two ESUs with m and (jW + 1, · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jh − 1, · · · , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
h channels collectively donate jm − 1, · · · , JV , ga + 1, jpu, jeq , jrq) h = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ m− 1}, jm = 1
a channels. or h = m, jm > 1;
n = h+m− [(W + a)− (M − b(x))], W ≤ n < h.
· · · · · · · · ·
RSU AR. The new ESU request is (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq , jrq + 1) M − b(x) +
∑V
m=W+1(m−W )jm < a;
put into the queue, RQ. jrq < QL2.
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Table 4.4:
Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a ESUk departure with kjkµS1 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
ESUk DP. An RSU in RQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jV , ga + 1, jpu, jrq ≥ 1; jk > 0; k = a; nR = k.
vacant channels. jeq , jrq − 1)
ESUk DP. Two RSUs in RQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jV , ga + 2, jpu, jrq ≥ 2; jk > 0; k = 2a; nR = k.
vacant channels. jeq , jrq − 2)
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. An RSU in RQ and an ESU (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jh + 1, · · · jV , jk > 0; k = a+ h; jrq ≥ 1; nR = a;
in EQ uses all the vacant channels. ga + 1, jpu, jeq − 1, jrq − 1) nE = h; jeq = 1, W ≤ h ≤ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ h < 2W .
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. An ESU in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jk > 0; nE = n = k;
vacant channels. jeq − 1, jrq) jeq = 1, W ≤ k ≤ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ k < 2W .
ESUk DP. Two ESUs in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jk > 0; nE = n = k;
vacant channels. jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq − 2, jrq) jeq = 2, 2W ≤ k ≤ 2V, k = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V or
jeq > 2, 2W ≤ k < 3W, k = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V .
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. An ongoing ESU with the (jW , · · · , jh − 1, · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
minimum no. of channels, h uses all jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq , jrq) jk > 0; h = min{r|jr > 0,W ≤ r < V };
the vacant channels. l = k + h ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. All other ESUs use the (0, · · · , 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
vacant channels and reach the jeq , jrq) jk > 0; q =
∑V−1
m=W jm − 1;
upper bound V . k ≥∑V−1m=W (V −m)jm − (V − k); V > W .
ESUk DP. Other SUs cannot use the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jV , ga, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
vacant channels. jpu, jeq , jrq) jk > 0; V > W, jm = 0,∀m < V or W = V.
Table 4.5:
Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a ESU arrival with λS1 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
ESU AR. Enough idle channels exist. (jW , · · · , jk + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq , jrq) k = min{M − b(x), V } ≥W .
ESU AR. The ESU with the (jW + 1, · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jm − 1, · · · , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
maximum no. of channels, m jV , ga, jpu, jeq , jrq) n = m− [W − (M − b(x))];
donate W channels. W ≤ n < m.
ESU AR. Two ESUs with m and (jW + 2, · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jh − 1, · · · , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
h channels collectively donate jm − 1, · · · , JV , ga, jpu, jeq , jrq) h = max{r|jr > 0, W + 1 ≤ r ≤ m− 1}, jm = 1
W channels. or h = m, jm > 1;
n = h+m− [2W − (M − b(x))], W ≤ n < h.
· · · · · · · · ·
ESU AR. The new ESU request is (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq + 1, jrq) M − b(x) +
∑V
m=W+1(m−W )jm < W ;
put into the queue, EQ. jeq < QL1.
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Table 4.6:
Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a PU arrival in Case I
Activity Dest. State Trans. rate Conditions
PU AR. A vacant channel exists. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, λP M − b(x) > 0.
jpu + 1, jeq , jrq)
PU AR. An ESUk is interrupted (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , kjkM−jpu λP V > W ; b(x) =M ; jk > 0; k > W .
and reduces its channels. jV , ga, jpu + 1, jeq , jrq)
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW ≥ 1; b(x) =M ; W = V or W = 1,
No spectrum adaptation. jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V . Or jW = 1;
b(x) =M ; jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V.
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , WjWM−jpu λP jW ≥ 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
RSU in RQ uses all the vacant channels. ga + 1, jpu + 1, jeq , jrq − 1) jrq > 0; W > 1; nR = a =W − 1.
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated. Two (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga + 2, WjWM−jpu λP jW ≥ 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
RSUs in RQ uses all the vacant channels. jpu + 1, jeq , jrq − 2) jrq > 1; W > 1;nR = 2a =W − 1.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (jW − 2, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jrq = 0 or nR = 0;
and another ongoing ESUW jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) jk = 0, ∀k > W ; W > 1;
uses all the vacant channels. l = 2W − 1 ≤ V.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jrq = 0 or nR = 0;
and other all ESUs uses all the jeq , jrq) jk = 0, ∀k > W ; V > W > 1; q = jW − 1;
vacant channels and achieve V . W − 1 ≥ (V −W )(jW − 1).
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , agaM−jpu λP V > W ; b(x) =M ; ga > 0; k > W ;
ESUk with max. channels, k jV , ga, jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) k = max{r|jr > 0, W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V }.
donates a channel.
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga − 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a = 1, jk = 0,
No spectrum adaptation. jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V . Or ga > 0;
b(x) =M ; W = V .
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. An (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
ESU in EQ uses all the vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu + 1, jeq − 1, jrq) a ≥W + 1; nE = h = a− 1;
jeq = 1, W ≤ a− 1 ≥ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ a− 1 < 2W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk + 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
An ESUW uses all the vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; jW > 0,
k = a+W − 1 ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and ESUW (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga − 1, jpu + 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
is forced terminated. All ESUs uses the jeq , jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; q = jW ;
vacant channels and achieve V . a− 1 ≥ (V −W )jW ; V > W .
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Table 4.7:
Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a PU arrival in Case II
Activity Dest. State Trans. rate Conditions
PU AR. A vacant channel exists. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu + 1, jeq , λP M − b(x) > 0.
jrq)
PU AR. An ESU service with k (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , jV , kjkM−jpu λP V > W ; M = b(x); jk > 0; k > W .
channels reduces its channels. ga, jpu + 1, jeq , jrq)
PU AR. The interrupted ESUW (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 0; b(x) =M ; jeq < QL1;
is put into the queue EQ jeq + 1, jrq) W = V or W = 1, jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V .
and no spectrum adaptation Or jW = 1; b(x) =M ;
jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V.
PU AR. ESUW is put into the queue, (jW − 2, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
EQ. Another ESUW uses the jpu + 1, jeq + 1, jrq) W > 1; l = 2W − 1 ≤ V ; jeq < QL1.
idle channels.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is put into the queue, (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu + 1, jeq + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
EQ and other all ESUs uses the idle jrq) V > W > 1; q = jW − 1; jeq < QL1;
channels and achieve V W − 1 ≥ (V −W )(jW − 1).
PU AR. The interrupted ESUW (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 0; b(x) =M ; jeq = QL1;
is forced terminated and no jeq + 1, jrq) W = V or W = 1, jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V .
spectrum adaptation Or jW = 1; b(x) =M ;
jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V.
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (jW − 2, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
and another ESUW uses the idle jpu + 1, jeq + 1, jrq) W > 1; l = 2W − 1 ≤ V ; jeq = QL1.
channels.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu + 1, jeq + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
and other all ESUs uses the idle jrq) V > W > 1; q = jW − 1; jeq = QL1;
channel and achieve V . W − 1 ≥ (V −W )(jW − 1).
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP V > W ; M = b(x); ga > 0; k > W ;
ESUk with maximum channels, k ga, jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) k = max{r|jr > 0, W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V }.
donates a channel.
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated, (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga − 1, jpu + 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a = 1, jk = 0,
No spectrum adaptation. jeq , jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V .
Or ga > 0; b(x) =M ;W = V .
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. An (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
ESU in EQ uses all the vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu + 1, jeq − 1, jrq) a ≥W + 1; nE = h = a− 1;
jeq = 1, W ≤ a− 1 ≥ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ a− 1 < 2W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk + 1, · · · , jV , ga − 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
An ESUW uses all the vacant channels. jpu + 1, jeq , jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; jW > 0,
k = a+W − 1 ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and ESUW (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga − 1, jpu + 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
is forced terminated. All ESUs uses the jeq , jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; q = jW > 0,
vacant channels and achieve V . a− 1 ≥ (V −W )jW ; V > W .
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4.5 CTMC Analysis
Due to various conditions and different events, it is difficult to illustrate a generalized state transition diagram of
the system. Therefore, tables are used as the ideal representation for explaining all the possible state transitions.
However for the completeness, the state transition diagrams for the simplest system, i.e., W = V = a = QL1 =
QL2 = 1, are illustrated in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9. Since this is the simplest case, identical state transitions can be
observed in both cases except the state transition occurred upon a PU arrival when the system is at state B. When
the system is at state B upon a PU arrival, it switches to state C if Case I is used while it switches to state E if
Case II is used.
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Figure 4.8: State transitions for Case I when W = V = a =M = QL1 = QL2 = 1
To model the proposed channel access strategy with the PMQS queuing model, continuous time Markov
chains are developed under the assumptions explained in Section 3.1. Arrival and service patterns are the most
important factors determining the behaviour of queuing networks. Customer arrival rate defines the number of
customers enters into the system per unit time [33]. The arrival time of PU, ESU and RSU traffic follows an
independent Poisson process. Also the service times are exponentially distributed. The random behaviour of the
arrival and service patterns cause the queue length or the number of occupied waiting lines in the queue to vary.
The notations used for the parameters of the CTMC models are listed in Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.9: State transitions for Case II when W = V = a =M = QL1 = QL2 = 1
Table 4.8: Notations for System Statistics
Parameter Explanation
λS1 ESU arrival rate
λS2 RSU arrival rate
λP PU arrival rate
µS1 Average ESU service rate per channel
µS2 Average RSU service rate per channel
µP Average PU service rate per channel
jpu Number of PU services in the system at state l
jk Number of ESU services with k aggregated channels at state l
ga Number of RSU services with a aggregated channels at state l
jeq The number of ESU services currently in EQ
jrq The number of RSU services currently in RQ
W Lower limit of the channel aggregation of ESU services
V Upper limit of the channel aggregation of ESU services
a Number of channels assembled by an RSU service
L Total number of states in the CTMC model
pi(x) The steady state probability of state x
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As mentioned in Section 4.2, the states of the CTMC models can be represented by x =
(jW , jW+1, · · · jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq). Let S be the set of feasible states of the system, as
S = {x | jW , jW+1, · · · jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq ≥ 0; b(x) ≤M}, (4.1)
where b(x) denotes the total number of utilized channels at state x. Therefore,
b(x) = jpu + aga +
V∑
k=W
kjk. (4.2)
Furthermore, pi(x) which stands for steady state probability of being in state x can be calculated as follows.
Given feasible states and their transition rates in a CTMC, we can construct the global balance equations and the
normalization equation as expressed by Eq. (4.3) [34].
piQ = 0,
L∑
x=1
pi(x) = 1, (4.3)
where pi = [pi(1), pi(2), · · · , pi(x), · · · , pi(L)] is the steady state probability vector and Q denotes the transition
rate matrix. The vector pi is determined by solving Eq. (4.3). When the steady state probabilities are determined,
the performance of the CRN can be evaluated in terms of different parameters. The derivations of mathematical
expressions for those parameters are presented in the following subsections.
4.6 Analytical Models for Case I
In this section we derive closed form mathematical expressions to evaluate the performance parameters of the
secondary network and the spectrum utilization of the cognitive radio network pertaining to the queuing method
introduced as Case I in Section 3.2.1.
4.6.1 Secondary network capacity
In this thesis the terminology capacity implies the rate of service completions, i.e., the average number of service
completions per time unit in secondary network [35, 36]. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be the capacity of ESU and RSU services
respectively. Then,
capacity of ESU services,
ρ1 =
L∑
x=1
V∑
k=W
kjkµS1pi(x), (4.4)
capacity of RSU services,
ρ2 =
L∑
x=1
agaµS2pi(x). (4.5)
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4.6.2 Spectrum Utilization
Due to the static frequency allocation methods, inefficient utilization of radio spectrum is a major issue [46].
Cognitive radio technology which is based on the dynamic spectrum access will solve this problem significantly.
In our analysis, we develop a closed form expression to calculate the spectrum utilization of the system in terms
of number of utilized channels in each state. In each state x ∈ S of the CTMC model, system possess M
channels and thereof
(
jpu + aga +
V∑
k=W
kjk
)
number of channels are occupied by PUs and SUs. Therefore,
the spectrum utilization of the CRN can be expressed as
UCRN =
L∑
x=1
pi(x)
(jpu + aga + V∑
k=W
kjk
M
)
,
=
L∑
x=1
pi(x)
b(x)
M
. (4.6)
4.6.3 Blocking Probability
An incoming ESU service will be blocked when the following conditions are satisfied, i.e., there are no adequate
idle channels (at least W idle channels) in the CRN to commence the service, there is no way of channel sharing
with ongoing ESU services such a way that W channels could be allocated for the new user and the queue, EQ
is also fully occupied. The similar conditions are applied for calculating the blocking probability of incoming
RSU services except the fact that they need exactly a channels for commencing services. Let Pb1 and Pb2 be the
blocking probability of ESU and RSU services respectively.
Blocking probability of ESU,
Pb1 =
L∑
x=1,
M−b(x)+∑Vk=W+1(k−W )jk<W,
jeq=QL1
pi(x). (4.7)
Blocking probability of RSU,
Pb2 =
L∑
x=1,
M−b(x)+∑Vk=W+1(k−W )jk<a,
jrq=QL2
pi(x). (4.8)
4.6.4 Forced Termination Probability of ESUs
The forced termination probability is the probability that an active process is forced to terminate the communi-
cation before the communication has regularly ended [37]. This parameter is an important dimension to evaluate
the quality of an active communication session which is more sensitive against forced termination of an existing
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connection. Therefore, forced termination represents a disruption of the service and it should be kept at a lower
percentage as much as possible. In Case I, when a PU preempt an ESU service which has exactly W aggregated
channels, the ESU is forced to terminate if there is no at least one idle channel or chance of channel sharing
with another ongoing ESU service. Therefore, the interrupted ESU ends communication before it finishes the
communication. In order to obtain an expression for the forced termination probability, there is a need to firstly
define the forced termination rate.
Mean forced termination rate of ESU,
Rf1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
M − jpupi(l). (4.9)
The forced termination probability of ESUs, Pf1, can be expressed as the mean forced termination rate of ESUs,
Rf1 divided by the mean admitted ESU rate, i.e., λ∗S1.
Forced termination probability of ESU,
Pf1 =
Rf1
λ∗S1
, (4.10)
where,
λ∗S1 = λS1(1− Pb1),
Pf1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
(M − jpu)λ∗S1
pi(l). (4.11)
4.6.5 Forced Termination Probability of RSUs
A forced termination of an RSU service occurs when a PU service preempts an RSU service and the preempted
RSU service cannot detect an idle channel in the system or cannot share a channel with other ongoing ESUs.
The forced termination probability of RSUs, Pf2, can be expressed as the mean forced termination rate of RSUs,
Rf2 divided by the mean admitted RSU rate, i.e., λ∗S2. Therefore,
Pf2 =
Total RSU forced termination rate
Total RSU connection rate
Mean forced termination rate of RSU is given by,
Rf2 =
L∑
x=1,
M=b(x), jpu<M,
jr=0,∀r>W,ga>0
λPaga
M − jpupi(x). (4.12)
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Then, forced termination probability of RSU,
Pf2 =
Rf2
λ∗S2
, (4.13)
where,
λ∗S2 = λS2(1− Pb2), (4.14)
Pf2 =
L∑
x=1,
M=b(x),ga>0
jpu<M, jr=0,∀r>W
λPaga
(M − jpu)λ∗S2
pi(x). (4.15)
4.6.6 Mean Queue Length
The queue length depends on the arrival rates of both PUs and SUs and their service completion rates. Moreover,
queue length is affected by the cognitive access protocol [38]. This fact is true in our analysis since Case II can
be with a large queue length in contrast with Case I. However, at each state x ∈ S, jeq and jrq are the queue
lengths of the EQ and RQ respectively.
Therefore, average queue length of ESU services,
LEQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jeq ≤ QL1
pi(x)jeq. (4.16)
Average queue length of RSU services,
LRQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jrq ≤ QL2
pi(x)jrq. (4.17)
4.6.7 Average Queuing Delay
In a communication network, delay is an important parameter when QoS of the entire system is considered.
In a general communication process, four types of delays are significant which includes the propagation delay,
processing delay, queuing delay and service time [39]. Queuing delay refers to the waiting time in the queue
and service time is the time the system takes to serve a particular user. In a cognitive radio system, these two
delays are dominant since they account for a large percentage of the total delay. In this analysis, queuing delay
which is equal to the average waiting time of an SU service in the queue is evaluated. As what is discussed in
the previous subsection, the average queue lengths of EQ and RQ were given by Eq. 4.16 and 4.17 respectively.
In Case I, the arrival rate of EQ, λEQ is equal to the ESU arrival rate.
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The arrival rate of the queue, EQ,
λEQ = λS1.
Using Little’s Law, the average queuing delay of an ESU service,
DEQ =
LEQ
λEQ
. (4.18)
Therefore,
DEQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jeq ≤QL1
pi(x)jeq
λS1
. (4.19)
The arrival rate of the queue, RQ,
λRQ = λS2.
Using Little’s Law, the average queuing delay of an RSU service,
DRQ =
LRQ
λRQ
.
Therefore,
DRQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jrq ≤QL2
pi(x)jrq
λS2
. (4.20)
4.7 Analytical Models for Case II
Instead of direct termination, an interrupted ESU service in Case II is suspended to wait in EQ for accessing an-
other idle channel. The derived mathematical equations for calculating the capacity and the blocking probability
of the secondary network and the expressions for determining the mean queue length of both queues in Case II
is the same as in Case I. And also, the equations for determining the forced termination probability and the mean
waiting time of RSU services and spectrum utilization of the system are the same as in Case I. However, forced
termination probability and the average queuing delay of an ESU service have to be analyzed separately for the
two cases since the behaviour of the forced terminated ESU services in Case II is not the same as in Case I.
4.7.1 Preempted Probability of ESUs
We define the preempted probability as the probability that an ongoing ESU enters the EQ because of the arrival
of a licensed PU service when there is no way of accessing an idle channel. In Case I preempted probability is
not discussed since interrupted SU services are not put in the queue. Due to the same reason, Case II does not
consider the preempted probability of RSU services. The preempted probability of ESUs, Ppreempted, can be
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expressed as the interrupted rate of ESUs when there is no way of accessing an idle channel, Rinterrupt divided
by the mean admitted ESU rate, i.e., λ∗S1.
Mean PU interrupted rate of ESU,
Rinterrupt =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
M − i pi(l). (4.21)
The preempted probability of ESU,
Ppreempted =
Rinterrupt
λ∗S1
, (4.22)
where,
λ∗S1 = λS1(1− Pb1).
Therefore
Ppreempted =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
(M − i)λ∗S1
pi(l). (4.23)
4.7.2 Forced Termination Probability of ESUs
In Case II, a preempted ESU service is forced terminated only if all the waiting lines of EQ are occupied by
other ESU services. The forced termination probability of ESU in Case II, P
′
f1, can be expressed as the mean
forced termination rate of ESUs, R
′
f1 divided by the mean admitted ESU rate, i.e., λ
∗
S1.
Mean forced termination rate of ESU,
R
′
f1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W, jeq=QL1
λPWjW
M − i pi(l). (4.24)
Forced termination probability of ESU,
P
′
f1 =
R
′
f1
λ∗S1
, (4.25)
where,
λ∗S1 = λS1(1− Pb1),
P
′
f1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W, jeq=QL1
λPWjW
(M − i)λ∗S1
pi(l). (4.26)
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4.7.3 Average Queuing Delay of ESU Service
In Case II, the arrival rate to the low priority queue, EQ is higher than that of Case I due to admission of the
interrupted ESU services. Thus, we have to modify Eq. 4.19 by following the similar procedure to calculate
the average ESU waiting time in Case II. The arrival rate of EQ, λ
′
EQ is equal to the ESU arrival rate plus ESU
temporary termination rate.
λ
′
EQ = λS1 +Rinterrupt.
Using Little’s Law, the average queuing delay of ESU service,
D
′
EQ =
LEQ
λ
′
EQ
.
Therefore,
D
′
EQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jeq ≤ QL1
pi(x)jeq
λS1 +

L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
M−i pi(l)

. (4.27)
4.8 Chapter Summary
The first part of the chapter is allocated for defining the dynamic channel aggregation strategy of the proposed
queuing model which is designed based on the DSA techniques introduced in [12] and [22]. The system func-
tions on PU and SU activities are defined with channel aggregation, channel sharing and spectrum handover
possibilities. The opportunities of service commencement over the queued services are distributed between real
time and elastic traffic services through the queue scheduling algorithm. The queue scheduling algorithm is
developed with adjustable parameter called priority factor which is used to set the priority level for each queue.
The chapter then listed the state transitions over each PU and SU event by considering both queuing methods.
The output state and the transition rate at each state transition are listed in tables with corresponding conditions.
Those tables are used to accomplish the duty of the system’s state transition diagram which is not presented in
this thesis due to its over-complexity. Afterwards, closed form expressions are derived for evaluating the system
performance in terms of secondary network capacity, blocking probability, forced termination probability, mean
queue length and average queuing delay. In addition, an expression is derived to calculate the overall spectrum
utilization of the CRN.
Chapter 5: Numerical Results & Evaluations
This chapter focuses on analyzing the performance of multi-channel cognitive radio networks with proposed
PMQS queuing model under both Case I and Case II. Numerical results are illustrated with discussions of the
significant manifestations. Performance of the secondary network is analyzed in terms of its capacity, blocking
probability, forced termination probability and the average queuing delay of SU services in both cases. In
addition, the spectrum utilization of the allocated frequency band for the CRN also analyzed.
We consider a CRN with 6 channels (i.e., M = 6) in the allocated spectrum band. Unless otherwise
stated, statistical parameters of licensed and unlicensed users are set as λP = 1.0, λS1 = 2.0, λS2 = 1.0,
µP = 0.5, µS1 = 1.0 and µS2 = 1.0. Configuration parameters of the dynamic spectrum access strategy used
in the system, i.e., Dynamic (a;W ;V ;QL1;QL2) are fixed as W = 1, V = 3 and a = 1. Unless otherwise
stated, the lengths of the queues are set as QL1 = 4 and QL2 = 2 and the ratio between priority levels assigned
to RQ and EQ is set as 2:1, i.e., β = 2.
5.1 Model Validation
To validate the analytical models, we first develop MATLAB codes to simulate PU and SU events over the
proposed channel access strategy and compare the analytical results with the simulation results. However, for
illustration clarity we depict the simulation results only in Section 5.1, although simulations have been performed
for the all analysis of this chapter. Another important fact is that when we take simulation results it is important
to have an idea of the preciseness of those observations. A confidence interval is a standard way of describing
the precision of a measurement of some parameter [40]. In this section, the simulation results with confidence
intervals are illustrated in shadow for the purpose of highlighting. However, we do not explain the reasons for
the observed behaviour of the curves in Section 5.1, however, the next sections are allocated to accomplish that
purpose. The sole target of this section is to present simulation results in order to validate the proposed analytical
models.
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5.1.1 Model Validation - Case I
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Figure 5.1: SU capacity as a function of PU arrival rate - Case I.
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Figure 5.2: ESU blocking probability as a function of PU arrival rate - Case I.
Fig. 5.1 depicts the variation of secondary network capacity as a function of PU arrival rate. When more PU
services arrive, the capacity of both ESU and RSU services decreases. As demonstrated in that figure analytical
output exists within the 95% confidence intervals of the simulation results. In other words, our analytical model
shows a precise matching with the obtained simulation results in terms of capacity calculation. And also, Fig.
5.2 and Fig. 5.3 illustrate that the analytical results representing the blocking probabilities of SU services stand
within the 90% confidence interval. However, the analytical results do not show a full coincidence with the
simulation results and the reasons can be due to main three factors. In our simulation, we model the proposed
queuing structure and channel access protocol Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) for a CRN. PU and SU arrivals
are generated with Poisson arrival process and set the duration of service time according to the exponential
distribution. Then, to obtain a numerical value for a parameter, the simulation is performed for 500 time units,
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Figure 5.3: RSU blocking probability as a function of PU arrival rate - Case I.
i.e., Ttotal = 500. In other words, we examine the system behaviour for 500 time units and calculate the
parameter values such as ρ1, Pb1, etc. Each time unit denoted as T is further divided into n = 500 sub-intervals.
Therefore, the value of the smallest time unit denoted as h in this simulation is 1/500 = 0.002 time units. We
analyze the system status at each sub-interval. The purpose of having a small time unit is to avoid simultaneous
events. As an example, we assume that a SU departure and a PU arrival will not take place at the same time.
However, in order to achieve this, the minimum time unit h should be configured sufficiently small. Finally, we
perform 15 rounds (instances) of simulations and obtained the mean value as the required result.
Thus, with the above mentioned facts, the correctness and the preciseness of the simulation results depends
on the following three factors.
• When the number of simulation rounds is high, the reliability of the results is also high.
• When the total simulation time is large, the preciseness is high.
• When the number of sub-intervals per time unit is high, the correctness is high.
Therefore we believe that, with a large value of Ttotal and a small value of h, the results will be more accurate if
the average value is taken from a large number of simulation rounds.
5.1.2 Model Validation - Case II
Case II is different from Case I only regarding the action taken after the interruption of ongoing ESU services
due to PU arrivals. The interrupted ESU services in Case II are allowed to be queued in EQ. If we consider these
interruption events of ESU services as an arrival process, we need to ensure that it follows a Poisson process.
The respective arrival rate equals to the interrupted rate of ESU services, i.e., Rinterrupt in Eq. 4.21. Therefore,
arrivals to the low priority queue has two batches with arrival rates λS1 andRinterrupt. According to the Theorem
2.1 stated in Section 2.4 two Poisson processes can be merged as one Poisson process [24]. Nevertheless, those
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Figure 5.4: SU capacity as a function of PU arrival rate - Case II.
two arrival processes are not independent since PU interruption rate depends on the arrival rate of both ESU and
PU services. However, in this thesis, the complete arrival process to the low priority queue is assumed to be
a Poisson process. One of the purposes of analyzing simulation and analytical results obtained in Case II is to
investigate the validity of this assumption.
According to Fig. 5.4 which shows the variation of the capacity over PU arrival rate, a close consistency
between analytical and simulation results can be observed with a high confidence level. If the two types of traffic
are compared, capacity variation of RSU services is closer to its simulation results than that of ESU services.
The logical reason for this behaviour is unambiguous. The arrival process to the low priority queue consists of
two processes and the arrival pattern of one of these processes is uncertain. But we can confirm that the arrival
process to the high priority queue always follows a Poisson process. Therefore, analytical results obtained for
RSU services in Case II show a good consistency with the simulation results.
5.2 Performance Evaluation for Exponential Distribution of Service Times
We have developed a queuing analytic framework to analyze the system performance of a CRN with dynamic
channel access. In this section we analyze the numerical results obtained for various performance parame-
ters under the assumption of Poisson arrival process with exponential distributed service times. The Dynamic
(a;W ;V ;QL1;QL2) channel aggregation strategy proposed in this thesis should be able to enhance the perfor-
mance of the existing cognitive radio networks in terms of several performance metrics, i.e., spectrum utilization
of the CRN, capacity of the secondary network, blocking probability and forced termination probability of the
system and average queuing delay. One of the main targets of this section is to investigate the significance of the
queue structure over these performance metrics. First of all, spectrum utilization of the CR network is analyzed.
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5.2.1 Spectrum Utilization
As we already know, cognitive radio has come out to as an efficient way of increasing spectrum utilization by
making use of underutilized spectrum bands. To investigate the spectrum utilization of the system we analyze
the impact of the proposed queuing model by varying the maximum queue length of both queues. According to
the Fig. 5.5, it is clear that spectrum utilization increases due to the proposed queuing model. When the system
is operated without the PMQS, spectrum utilization has the lowest value at any ESU arrival rate in contrast with
the system’s operation with PMQS. When the ESU arrival rate is increased the improvement of the spectrum
utilization is more significant. For example, if the queue lengths of low and high priority queues equal to QL1=4
and QL2=2 respectively and when λS1 = 3.2, spectrum utilization tends to increase about 8% in contrast with
the system without queues. Even though the result is not illustrated, when the queue lengths are doubled, i.e.,
QL1=8 and QL2=4 spectrum utilization increases by 10% compared with non-queuing system. Therefore it is
clear that, even though the queue lengths are doubled, the percentage increment of spectrum utilization will not
be doubled. In other words, the increase of spectrum utilization is not direct proportional to the queue lengths.
The increase of maximum queue size implies that the increase of the number of secondary users waiting
for an opportunity of the service commencement. Therefore, when an ongoing service is finished, the newly
idle channels are immediately acquired by the service requests which are queued in the queues. To increase the
spectrum utilization, it is required to have new user requests when the states of the channels change to idle state
from the busy state. Large queue lengths can fulfill this condition. Otherwise, channels will stay at idle state for
a longer time intervals until the next user arrives, which cause to decrease the spectrum utilization. However this
fact indeed depends on the strategy being used to access channels in the CRN.
On the other hand, numerical results reveal that under the identical conditions the CRN with Case II has the
highest spectrum utilization in comparison to the CRN with Case I. The reason for this behaviour also can be
explained by using the average queue size of the system. Since Case II permits the interrupted ESU services to
be queued, the probability that the waiting positions of the low priority queue have been occupied by an ESU
is higher than that of Case I. Due to this reason the probability of channels stay in idle state becomes low for a
system at Case II. Then the results illustrated in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 are the evidence of the improvement of spectrum
utilization in Case II.
In Fig. 5.6 spectrum utilization has been evaluated by varying the elastic service rate. The reason for the
continuous decrease of the spectrum utilization can be explained as follows. As ESU service rate, µS1 grows,
more elastic traffic could be finished within short time. Therefore, the probability that the channels stay in the
busy state becomes low as µS1 grows. In other words, channels will stay at the idle state for a comparatively
large time intervals. Since the arrival rates of SUs and PUs are kept as constants in the analysis of Fig. 5.6, the
probability of acquiring an idle channel by a new user also decreased when µS1 increases. For these reasons,
channels in the system are not utilized frequently. Thus, the final outcome is the continuous decrease of spectrum
utilization.
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Figure 5.5: Spectrum utilization as a function of ESU arrival rate.
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Figure 5.6: Spectrum utilization as a function of ESU service rate.
5.2.2 Secondary Network capacity
Fig. 5.7 depicts the system capacity of ESU services as ESU arrival rate λS1 varies. With the increasing arrival
rate of ESU services, the capacity of ESU services initially increases dramatically. After that capacity grows
smoothly and seems to be reached a maximum value. Initially capacity is increased with a high rate because,
more ESU services are commenced at a high rate. Afterwards, all the channels in the system gradually close to
be fully utilized, therefore capacity curves tend to reach a maximum value. The next significant observation is
that the capacity increases due to the queuing model and it further can be increased when the maximum queue
size is increased. Therefore, the capacity curve corresponding to the maximum queue size of 8, i.e., QL1 = 8
always higher than that of QL1 = 4. Large queue size means that more service requests can be stored. Since PU
arrival rate is fixed in the analysis of Fig. 5.7, the probability of completing an ESU service is increased as more
service requests are added to a queue. Due to this reason, capacity can be increased with large queue sizes.
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Figure 5.7: ESU capacity as a function of ESU arrival rate.
When the capacity is compared between the two cases, it is obvious that Case II gains more capacity than
Case I. Since the interrupted ESU services are forced to terminate in Case I even when EQ is not fully utilized,
they are not considered as service completions. Therefore, those services are not counted for capacity calcula-
tions. However, in Case II those interrupted services may have chances to finish their services later, since they
are queued until they will have an opportunity to access system resources. Because of this reason, capacity of
ESU services is improved in Case II than Case I. This fact can be again proved in another aspect, i.e., by ana-
lyzing the capacity of real-time services as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. In this figure we keep the ESU arrival rate at
a constant value while RSU arrival rate is varied to test the capacity improvement. According to the obtained
numerical results RSU capacity increases due to the queuing model. However there is no significant difference
between RSU capacity curves corresponding to the two cases as we observed in the variation of capacity of ESU
services. Functions of the RSU services in Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy is the same for both Case I
and Case II since interrupted RSU services are not queued in both cases. Therefore, capacity of RSU services
will not be improved in Case II as observed in ESU services.
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Figure 5.8: RSU capacity as a function of RSU arrival rate.
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5.2.3 Blocking Probability
Fig. 5.9 depicts the ESU blocking probability as a function of PU service rate, µP . It can be seen that the
blocking probability dramatically decreases initially as µP grows. When PU service rate is smaller, only few
PUs can finish their services per unit of time. Therefore a majority of the channels are occupied by respective
licensed services. Therefore, the probability of blocking a new user request is high. On the other hand, the
probability of a channel in the busy state decreases as µP increases. Then the probability of blocking a new
ESU service also decreases with an increasing rate of µP . As shown in Fig. 5.9, the blocking probability
of ESU services can be further decreased with the proposed queuing strategies. When the queuing system is
not integrated, the blocked calls are cleared if all the channels in the system are occupied and also there is no
possibility of a channel sharing with other ongoing ESU services. Conversely, with the queuing model, the
blocked calls due to insufficient channels are put in the queue until they will be offered with the required number
of channels. For this reason, blocking probability is significantly reduced with the integration of queues. On the
other hand, when the maximum queue size is increased more SUs can be queued without blocking their service
requests. For this reason, ESU blocking probability shown in Fig. 5.9 decreases as queue size is increased.
To investigate the effect of Case II on blocking probability, Fig. 5.10 is included. As shown in that figure, the
blocking probability of the system with Case II is higher than that of Case I. From the discussions on previous
sections, we know that interrupted ESU services also allowed to be queued in EQ. In other words, the low priority
queue in Case II is allocated for both new arrivals and interrupted services. Thus, the probability that the waiting
positions of the queue being occupied by ESU services is high in Case II. For this reason, the chance of queuing
becomes less for the new ESU service arrivals and therefore, the blocked service requests have to be cleared.
The ultimate result is the increase of blocking probability in Case II than Case I.
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Figure 5.9: Blocking probability as a function of PU service rate - Case I.
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Figure 5.10: Blocking probability as a function of PU service rate - comparison between two cases.
5.2.4 Forced Termination Probability
In Fig. 5.11, the forced termination probability is shown as PU arrival rate varies. For ease in comparing the
two cases, we illustrate forced termination probabilities of both cases in the same figure. We can observe from
this figure that the forced termination probability increases as λP increases in both cases. This behaviour is the
same for the system without queuing. When λP increases, PUs become more active in the network and due to
this reason SU services will be forced to terminate. The next significant observation is that the rate of increasing
of forced termination is decreasing with increasing λP . When λP is comparatively low, certain channels in the
system are occupied by SUs and with the growth of λP they are forced to terminate. Nevertheless, at a higher λP
almost all the channels are occupied by PUs so that there are no ongoing SUs to be interrupted. Thus, the rate of
increase of forced termination probability deteriorates with λP . According to the numerical results shown in Fig.
5.11, it is pointed out that the forced termination probability of the queuing system with Case I, is always higher
than that of the system without queues. This result convince that Case I of the proposed queuing model cannot
show better performance in terms of forced termination probability. The reason can be explained as follows.
To decrease the forced termination rate, either system should possess more bandwidth resources (channels)
or less PU activities. In the numerical results shown in Fig. 5.11, the increase of PU arrival rate means more
PU activities. On the other hand, when queues are integrated blocked SU services are not cleared but they are
put into the queues. Then more interactions between SUs and PUs can occur in contrast with the system without
queues. Due to this reason, more forced terminations can be observed in Case I. A fruitful method to obtain
decreased forced termination probability of ESUs is proposed in Case II. In Case II the interrupted ESU services
in which there is no way of accessing an idle channel, are put into the queue unless the queue is not fully utilized.
Hence, the forced termination of ESU services should be reduced with Case II. As Fig. 5.11 highlights forced
termination probability is greatly reduced in Case II. When the queue size is increased, better the performance. It
is therefore imperative to stress that Case II can be highly recommended for a CRN which needs a low probability
of forced terminations.
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Figure 5.11: Forced termination probability as a function of PU arrival rate.
5.2.5 Average Queuing Delay
The main cost introduced in the proposed queuing schemes is the associated waiting time of SU services in the
queue, i.e., queuing delay. Long queuing delays create a dilemma for the system to improve QoS. Thus, the
analysis of tradeoffs has to be made between the average waiting time and other system performance metrics. If
the capacity or blocking probability is only considered when designing the queuing model then queue length has
to be increased. But secondary users will experience significant delays and the quality of service will degrade. If
secondary users feel that they have to wait for a long time before the service commencement, they will not select
the system at the next time. To study the effect of the queue size on the queuing delay we generate the numerical
results shown in Fig. 5.12. As illustrated in this figure, average waiting time of ESU services increases with ESU
arrival rate. When ESU arrival rate increases the number of ESU service requests in the queue also increases.
Wherein most of the waiting rooms are allocated, the mean waiting time of a user will increase. Moreover, an
increasing in the number of waiting positions in the queue has a similar effect on the average queuing delay.
Apparently, in both cases when the maximum queue size is increased queuing delay also increases.
Fig. 5.12 also shows that the Case I performs better than Case II in terms of queuing delay. Because for a
given maximum queue length, ESU services in Case II experience a larger queuing delay in contrast with Case
I. In Case II, current queue size is larger than Case I since interrupted ESU services are also queued in addition
to the new arrivals. Since average waiting time is direct proportional to the mean queue length as derived in
Eq. (4.18), it is justified that Case II leads to a higher queuing delay. This is particularly important result, since
it implies the trade off between the average waiting time and the forced termination probability explained in
the previous subsection. That is, even though Case II contributes to significantly reduce the forced termination
probability of ESU services, their waiting time will increase consequently. This allows us to explore certain
optimization techniques to determine the optimal queue size for the proposed queuing models as it improves the
system performance in terms of both performance metrics. This thesis does not develop such an optimization
method however, it is in our research plan as a future work.
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Figure 5.12: Average queuing delay as a function of ESU arrival rate.
5.3 Performance Evaluation with Log-normal Service Time Distributions
Thus far we have limited ourselves to Poisson arrival with exponential distributed service times. Even though the
arrival process of SU services are modelled as a Poisson process and service times are assumed as exponentially
distributed random variables (RV), the real world scenario can be deviate from those theoretical approximations
[41]. This fact leads us to analyze the developed analytical models under different service time distributions.
From this analysis we might be able to test the validity of the developed mathematical expressions once more.
The results presented in Fig. 5.13 illustrate the secondary network capacity of the CR system with Case I under
log normal distributed service time. For ease in comparison, we include the corresponding analytical results of
the original exponential distribution in the same figure. The capacity variation corresponding to the log normal
distribution is generated by simulations. However, it is worth to mention that the arrival process is still considered
as a Poisson process.
In the scenario illustrated in Fig. 5.13, we assume that both mean and the variance of log normal distribution
equal to those of the original exponential distribution. In MATLAB 2010b, log normal RVs can be generated via
the function, lognrnd(µ, σ) where µ and σ are the parameters of the required distribution. To determine those
parameters the function lognstat which is defined in [42] is used. According to that function, if the mean value
and the variance of the required log normal distribution are equal to m and ν respectively then,
µ = log
[
m2√
ν +m2
]
, (5.1)
σ =
√
log
(
ν
m2 + 1
)
. (5.2)
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Figure 5.13: Capacity as a function of λP with log normal distribution with the same variance as exponential
distribution.
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Figure 5.14: Capacity as a function of λP with log normal distribution with a variance different from the expo-
nential distribution.
The results presented in Fig. 5.13 show that the capacity of secondary network obtained using log normal
distribution match quite closely to those of the analytical model. As demonstrated in that figure, analytical
output of both ESU and RSU services exists within the 95% confidence intervals of the respective log normal
simulation results. Hence, it is observed that these results are not sensitive to the type of service distributions as
long as arrival pattern is still Poisson. Though the variance of the log normal distributions is kept as the same
as in original exponential distributions, in real world scenario a high variability is observed in traffic flow sizes
[22]. Therefore, we performed the same test by setting the variance of log normal distributions 20% higher than
that of the exponential distributions. The obtained results are illustrated in Fig. 5.14. From this figure it can
clearly be seen that the analytical results exist within the 90% confidence interval of the respective log normal
simulation results. Although the confidence interval is broadened than the confidence levels in Fig. 5.13, the
theoretical model still shows a good match with the simulation results.
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5.4 Performance Comparison between Heterogeneous Traffic Types
For ease in understanding the performance of each queuing approach, the analysis presented in the previous
sections mainly focuses on the performance of ESU services. It is intricate to determine the performances of
RSU services since parameters of RSU services are fixed in those illustrations. In this section the comparison
between two traffic types, i.e., ESU and RSU, is articulated under Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy. In
the numerical results presented in this section the following parameters are kept as constants while only the PU
arrival rate is varied as the independent parameter. λS1 = λS2 = 2, µS1 = µS2 = 1 and µP = 0.5. The priority
factor is assigned as β = 2 in the queue scheduling algorithm.
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Figure 5.15: Capacity as a function of PU arrival rate.
As shown in Fig. 5.15, the secondary network capacity is gradually decreased with increasing PU arrival
rate in both services. And also, when the maximum queue size is increased capacity also increases, since more
SU services obtain the opportunity for service commencement. However, it can be observed that, although
the arrival rate and the service rate of both services are the same, RSU capacity is slightly less than ESU
capacity. This is mainly due to the queue size and the functioning ways of selected DSA method, i.e., Dynamic
(a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy. The high priority queue, RQ has limited number of waiting positions compared to
the low priority queue, EQ in order to reduce the queuing delay of real time applications. Thus, the number of
service commencements of RSU services is reduced which affects for the reduction of capacity. On the other
hand, RSU services do not show much spectrum adaptation in contrast with ESU services. However, it is clear
that even though the maximum queue size of EQ is twice than that of RQ, the ESU capacity is not much higher
than RSU capacity. For example, the ESU capacity at higher λP values is not more than 8% of the capacity of
RSUs. The dominant reason for this is the assigned higher priority for RSU services at the queue scheduling.
Even though RQ is small, since the RSU services in RQ are given with high priority, service completion rate can
be a higher value.
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Figure 5.16: Average queuing delay as a function of PU arrival rate.
Fig. 5.16 depicts the average queuing delay of each service type with different queue sizes. The illustrated
results explicitly show that the queuing delay experienced by ESU services is much higher than that of RSU
services. As explained in Little’s law due to large queue size of EQ, queuing delay dramatically increases. On
the other hand, for the reason of low priority of elastic traffic, the ESU services in EQ have to wait for a longer
time periods for commencing their services in contrast with RSU services in RQ. Due to those two reasons ESU
services experience longer delays in the queue. As we already mentioned, maintaining less delay is an ideal
condition for real time services. From Fig. 5.16, it is obvious that we could maintain a comparatively less delay
for real time traffic in the CRN by designing the queue scheduling algorithm and setting the queue sizes in
appropriate ways.
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Figure 5.17: Blocking probability as a function of PU arrival rate - Case II.
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Fig. 5.17 illustrates the blocking probability of SU services with respect to the arrival rate of primary users in
Case II. Larger the queue sizes, the lower the blocking probability since blocked services can be queued without
clearing the requests when the system resources are at busy state. But, when PU arrival rate increases blocking
probability also increases since majority of the channels are in busy state. Those two observations are common
for the both elastic and real-time traffic. However, the blocking probability of RSU services is higher than that
of ESU services for lower values of λP . This is mainly because of the low queue size. When there is no enough
space in the queue, the incoming RSU requests have to be blocked with comparatively higher rate than ESU
requests. But at large λP this behaviour is totally different since ESU blocking probability is higher than that
of RSU even though the maximum queue size of EQ is large than the maximum queue size of RQ. The reason
for this contradiction can be explained as follows. When the PU arrival rate in increased, the forced termination
rate of ESU services also increases. In Case II, forced terminated ESU services are queued. Then, most of the
waiting rooms of the queue are occupied by the force terminated services and therefore new ESU requests have
to be blocked. Ultimately, the larger queue size does not show an advantage in terms of blocking probability for
elastic traffic. However, there is no similar issue for RSU services.
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Figure 5.18: Forced termination probability as a function of PU arrival rate - comparison between two cases.
Forced termination probability of both services under two cases is illustrated in Fig. 5.18. When the queue
possesses more waiting rooms in Case II, forced termination rate is slightly increases in both service types as
already discussed in Section 5.2.4. But in Case II, ESU services show better performance since forced termi-
nation probability is significantly reduced. Since RSU functions of Case II are similar with Case I, there is no
significant performance change of RSU forced termination probability.
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5.5 Chapter Summary
To demonstrate the validity of derived analytical models, simulation results are depicted with confidence inter-
vals. All most all the analytical results stood within the 90% confidence interval of simulation results pertaining
to both queuing methods. Due to non-Poisson arrivals at the low priority queue, small deviations could also be
observed in certain analytical outputs relevant to Case II. However, they are not significant deviations which can
devaluate the model. The chapter proceeds by demonstrating the performance of proposed queuing model in
terms of various parameters. The proposed system is always compared with the same CRN without a queuing
model. Capacity of the secondary network and the overall spectrum utilization has increased due to the inte-
grated queuing system. A significant decrease of the blocking probability is observed in Case I nevertheless,
the forced termination rate is not decreased. Forced termination probability is greatly reduced with the queuing
method introduced in Case II. Since associated queuing delay in Case II is higher than Case I, for delay critical
applications Case II is not recommended.
The chapter ends by presenting the simulation results for secondary network capacity obtained under service
time with log normal distributions. According to the results pertaining to those different distributions, the analyt-
ical models developed in this thesis can be considered as a robust reference model for analyzing the performance
of CRNs.
Chapter 6: Discussions
This chapter is dedicated to discuss several important properties of the proposed queuing model and its per-
formance. Prior to that, certain limitations of the existing methods briefly discussed. The queuing delay is
also discussed in comparative way as it is the main consideration of the cost analysis of the proposed solution.
Besides, the effect of non-Poisson arrivals on Markov modelling is discussed
6.1 Fundamental Discussions on Proposed Model
This thesis began by highlighting the need for performance improvement of existing channel aggregation strate-
gies designed for the multi-channel cognitive radio networks. Therefore it is of great importance to study the
existing channel aggregation methods with enhanced features like spectrum adaptation. It is rare to find a related
work that proposes novel DSA techniques which supports several enhanced features simultaneously. Most of
the related publications have been considered with limited number of features. However, the dynamic channel
aggregation strategy proposed by Lei Jiao et al. [22] is selected for analyzing since it covers a range of advanced
features such as spectrum handover, channel adaptation and heterogeneous traffic modelling. A queuing system
is identified as a main requirement to further increase the system performance of the DSA strategy proposed in
[22]. An integration of a queuing model can be performed in many ways. The study of existing queuing models
proposed in [14, 27, 28] for CRNs provided a proper background for this work. In addition, the models proposed
in [43] and [44] which analyses different structures of queuing models have been studied. Those models have
sophisticated designs as well as certain limitations. For example, some of the proposed methods have designed
with focusing only on the capacity improvement of the secondary network. And some of the methods developed
with analytical models solely targeting a decrease of packet loss and delay. Therefore, the proposed model in this
thesis which analyzes the system performance in terms of various metrics such as capacity, blocking probability,
forced termination, delay and spectrum utilization, is developed as it can be used to evaluate overall system
performance of a CRN.
Effect of maximum queue size
In our proposed model maximum queue sizes are defined for both queues according to the service type. The main
objective of setting a finite queue size is to avoid longer queuing delays. Especially for the real time services
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queuing delay should be minimized as much as possible. Therefore, the queue size of the high priority queue is
always set as a small value in contrast with the low priority queue. However, some research attempts have defined
infinite buffer size for SU services to avoid packet dropping due to insufficient system resources [47]. For delay
critical applications infinite buffer may cause significant effect on the QoS due to poor delay performance. For
example voice services are rather sensitive to delay and short message services (SMS) are tolerant to delay [48].
Therefore, the most promising way of handling the queue size is two-fold. In the first method, priority queuing
discipline should be applied instead of FCFS order. Then delay critical applications can be served first prior
to the other applications regardless of the order of arrival. The next approach is the establishment of multiple
queues as proposed in our queuing model in this thesis. In that solution, the queue which is allocated for delay
critical applications should be designed with limited buffer size while the other queues can have infinite buffer
sizes. Meanwhile, the high priority of resource allocation should be assigned to the queue with limited buffer
size.
Effect of non-Poisson arrival process
It is well known that primary and secondary network behaviour of a CRN can be modelled using CTMCs, which
is a powerful tool for modelling stochastic processes. The basic assumption required by the CTMC analysis
in this thesis is that service requests arrive as a Poisson process. This requirement is naturally satisfied if the
service requests are generated independently by a large number of users. The queuing approach defined as Case
I satisfies these conditions while Case II does not since interrupted services are queued in the low priority queue.
Since service interruption depends on the arrival rate of new services, it cannot be considered as an independent
process. For example, when the SU arrival rate increases, service interruption rate also increases if PUs are
relatively static. However, in similar cases of Erlang model with non-Poisson arrivals, it has proved that model
is still valid under certain assumptions [49]. Due to this reason, the validity of the analytical models of Case II
is essential for demonstrating convincing results. Since the analytical results show a good fit with the simulation
results the model developed in Case II is validated. Due to time constraints, a mathematical investigation on
non-Poisson process is not performed in this thesis.
6.2 Analysis on Numerical Results
The validity of the proposed analytical models is checked through the comparison between theoretical and simu-
lation results. Analytical results show a good fit with the simulation results. But a slight deviation of simulation
results is observed in Case II, nevertheless, analytical results are still inside the 90% confidence intervals of sim-
ulation output. This can be happened due to two main reasons. The main reason is that the non-Poisson arrival
pattern at the low priority queue as the interrupted ESU services also eligible to be queued. The other reason is
quite common for any simulation work, which is the limitation of simulation parameter selections and associated
assumptions. For example, to avoid simultaneous events of different users, the repetitive time duration in which
the system is tested by the simulation program should be set as small as possible. On the other hand, there is
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a limitation for setting the smallest time duration. Because, if the so-called time is too small as in the order of
10−8, the simulation program will spend a longer time period for generating the output.
The following Table 6.11 summarizes the performance parameters of elastic traffic2 over the different queu-
ing approaches. We find that the both cases perform better than the existing solution in terms of capacity,
blocking probability and spectrum utilization. However, Case II demonstrates better performance than Case I in
terms of capacity and spectrum utilization. Meanwhile it does not show much performance in terms of block-
ing probability in contrast with Case I. When forced termination probability is considered, only Case II shows
improved performance. Even though the associated queuing delay is the common disadvantage in both cases in
comparison to the existing system, Case I shows better delay performance than Case II.
Table 6.1: Performance Summary of the Proposed Queuing Methods
Performance parameter of Comparison between two cases: Comparison with the system
ESU service The best case without queuing system
Spectrum Utilization Case II Both cases perform better than SYSNQ
Capacity Case II Both cases perform better than SYSNQ
Blocking Probability Case I Both cases perform better than SYSNQ
Forced Termination Probability Case II Case II perform better than SYSNQ
Average Queuing delay Case I SYSNQ has no associated delay due to
queuing. Therefore, the queuing delay is an
disadvantage of both cases
The performance of the two queuing methods can be analyzed in another aspect as demonstrated in Table
6.2. According to the SU and PU traffic behaviour and traffic type the most suitable queuing method can be
recommended. Our recommendations in that table are totally based on the numerical results discussed in Chapter
5.
Table 6.2: Summary of Recommendations
Traffic Behaviours
Recommended Case for
better performance
SUs are relatively active, PUs are relatively static Case I
SUs are relatively static, PUs are relatively active Case II
Both SUs and PUs are active Case I or Case II
Both SUs and PUs are static Case I
Delay critical applications Case I
Pure elastic traffic Case II
1SYSNQ denotes the cognitive radio system without proposed queuing scheme.
2Since there is no significant difference of system performance of real time services between the two cases, we do not explicitly
summarized them.

Chapter 7: Conclusions & Future Work
In this chapter we conclude this thesis by summarizing main conclusions and our contributions. We also sug-
gest some future research directions that could provide the next steps along the path to a practical and widely
applicable cognitive radio systems.
7.1 Conclusions
In the thesis definition, we expressed the main objective of the work of this thesis as the evaluation of system
performance of multi-channel CRNs with queuing systems. In this final chapter, we will conclude by describing
the progress made towards this objective fulfillment in terms of the development of the queuing model referred to
as PMQS and the channel access strategy referred to as Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2). Queuing models proposed
in various research activities are studied. However, certain limitations of those models over applicability on
real scenarios are identified. To avoid such imperfections, PMQS was designed by including several features
like channel aggregation, spectrum adaptation, heterogeneous traffic and priority based queue scheduling. The
queuing scheme proposed in this thesis consists of separate queues allocated for different traffic types so that the
FCFS discipline is easy to apply. The priority factor defined in the queue scheduling process is also influence
on the performance of both services. By adjusting the value of the priority factor, system operator can distribute
system resources between the services types.
The accuracy of the derived theoretical models is assessed by simulations. The obtained analytical results
display a good fit with the exact simulation results confirming the correctness of the developed CTMC models.
The numerical results show that the overall spectrum utilization and the capacity of the secondary network can be
increased via the proposed model. Case II of the proposed model shows better performance in terms of spectrum
utilization and the capacity than that of Case I. From the results pertaining to the blocking probability of SU
services we can conclude that blocking probability can be further decreased in both cases with the increase of
queue size. However, Case I shows better performance in terms of blocking probability than Case II. With the
increase of queue sizes, even though the blocking probability is decreased the average queuing delay of a service
has increased. Therefore, the maximum queue sizes have to be controlled according to the QoS requirements
of the traffic type. Again Case I shows low queuing delays outperforming Case II. Thus, for the delay sensitive
applications Case I is recommended due to the needs of minimized queuing delay.
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The queuing method introduced as Case I does not show performance improvement in terms of forced termi-
nation probability of SU services. The main reason of presenting Case II is to decrease forced terminations in the
secondary network. From the numerical results we can conclude that, a system with Case II queuing approach,
significantly reduces the forced termination probability when the queue size is increased. Therefore, we can
conclude that Case II as a better queuing method if PUs are more active in the CRN. And Case I is recommended
for a system with less PU activities but more SU activities.
The findings of this thesis gives a deep insight into the performance improvement of the existing channel
aggregation strategies in cognitive radio networks. By considering all the numerical results obtained for each
performance parameter, we can conclude that the proposed priority based multiple queue system is an efficient
queuing model which can be used to enhance the overall system performance. Therefore, the system design and
demonstrated results are of importance to the cognitive radio research community.
7.2 Major Contributions
This thesis dealt with the exploration of performance improvement schemes for the existing dynamic channel
access strategies in cognitive radio networks by means of designing a queuing system. The topics covered range
from the analysis of existing models to the design and overall performance evaluation of the system. In this
regard, the main contributions of this thesis are summarized below.
• A new priority based queuing scheme is proposed for multi-channel cognitive radio networks. The pro-
posed model can increase the system performance in many aspects such as capacity and spectrum utiliza-
tion.
• The functionality of one of the dynamic channel aggregation strategies proposed in recently published
IEEE transaction paper [22] is extended towards a priority based queuing model for cognitive radio net-
works. The modified channel access strategy is designed with numerous enhancement features like spec-
trum handover, channel aggregation, channel sharing and queuing mechanisms for heterogeneous traffic.
With the improved DSA technique, we have shown quantitative evidence that the proposed queuing model
is able to increase the overall system performance.
• A novel queue scheduling mechanism is developed based on the priority factors of different traffic
types. When a system consists of multiple queues, the next opportunities of service commencement are
distributed among the waiting services in the queues according to the predefined priority levels. For this
reason, the traffic with the lowest priority level also has the chance of acquiring the system resources
depending on the parameter settings of the developed algorithm. Since the priority factor in our Algorithm
I is a tunable parameter, the algorithm can be used as a generalized queue schedule for priority queuing
with further improvements.
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• Although the developed queue scheduling algorithm is specifically designed for cognitive radio systems,
it is possible to extend for many applications which have multiple queues assigned for different customer
requests. This would be particularly useful in different teletraffic models.
• The PMQS model is tested under different traffic distributions in addition to exponential distribution and
those testing results show a good fitting between analytical and simulation results. For this reason we
believe that the proposed queuing model, PMQS can be used to model real scenarios of cognitive radio
networks with higher accuracy.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The results of this thesis point to several interesting directions for future work.
The entire analysis presented in this thesis is based on the assumption that the service arrival process at the
queue is a Poisson process with exponential distributed service times. Even though this assumption is totally
valid regarding the proposed queuing approach of Case I, it is not quite agree with Case II as we mentioned in
Section 5.1.2. Therefore, there is a need of further research to obtain exact mathematical definition for the arrival
process of services at the queue in Case II.
In this thesis the Quasi-Stationary Regime (QSR) of the CRN is not analyzed due to time constraints. QSR
is obtained with the assumption of infinitely slow PU activities compared to secondary network activities [22,
45]. In that case, interruption rate of SU services becomes negligible. Then the forced termination probability
of proposed two queuing scenarios is interesting to be analyzed since their functionality is different from each
other. Thus it is need to develop analytical models to study the performance of proposed queuing model in QSR.
Another important parameter that is not taken in to account in the proposed queuing model is that the max-
imum queuing delay for a SU service. Queuing delay has the most adverse effect on the delay performance of
the system. If Deqmax is denoted as the maximum queuing delay that could be experienced by an ESU service
in the low priority queue, then ESU services which are queued in the queue for more than Deqmax period will
vacate the system as an unprocessed service. By introducing an upper bound for the queuing delay for a service,
the optimum queue length for a queue can be properly determined depending on the probability that a service
vacate the system as an unprocessed service.
In this thesis we concentrate our analysis for a single cell cognitive radio network. And the mobility of CR
users is also not considered in the analysis. In our future work, the proposed queuing model can be analyzed with
the mobility of CR users between different cells of the cognitive radio network. Other future research directions
include the evaluation of system performance with different DSA techniques in addition to the channel access
strategy proposed in the thesis. Therefore we are planning to extend the other channel aggregation strategies
explained in Section 2.7 with PMQS queuing model.
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Abstract—With the evolution of cognitive radio, spectrum
access techniques shift from static spectrum allocation to
dynamic allocation with enhanced features such as spectrum
sensing and adaptation. Channel aggregation is proposed in
many MAC protocols to improve bandwidth utilization of
cognitive users. Due to the strict priority over primary users,
the performance of the secondary network is restricted. One
of the successful solutions to further improve the system
performance by increasing the capacity and decreasing the
blocking and forced termination probabilities is the integration
of a queuing model. In this paper, we propose a queuing system
which is designed with two queues separately for the real time
and non-real time secondary user services. Channel access
opportunities are distributed between two queues such a way
that the real time services have the higher priority than elastic
services. Two methods are introduced based on the queuing
ability of the interrupted non-real time services. Continuous
time Markov chain models are developed to evaluate the
system performance in terms of capacity, blocking and forced
termination probabilities of the secondary network. In addition
to the performance evaluation, we explore the cost analysis of
the proposed queuing model in terms of mean queuing delay.
The accuracy of the derived theoretical models is assessed by
simulations. Analytical results reveal that integration of the
proposed queuing model could increase the capacity of the
secondary network while decreasing the blocking probability.
And also one of the proposed queuing methods can further
decrease the forced termination rate of non-real time traffic.
Keywords: Cognitive radio, channel aggregation, spectrum
adaptation, heterogeneous traffic, queuing system, Markov
model, performance analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) have gained increasing
research importance due to its capability of improving the
spectrum utilization. Efficient resource allocation in licensed
frequency bands by using dynamic spectrum access (DSA)
is a one of the major research components in CRNs. We
analyzed different dynamic channel access techniques that
have been proposed by many research papers [1 - 5]. In those
methods, channel aggregation is a key feature which is used
to increase the capacity of the secondary network. When there
are more channels available in the target frequency band,
secondary users (SUs) can utilize several channels instead
of occupying a single channel. This can be performed in
two ways depending on the idle channel availability in the
spectrum [6]. In the first case, channels which are adjacent
to each other or contiguous channels could be bonded as
one SU channel. On the other hand, channels which are
not contiguous can be aggregated to form one SU channel.
Therefore the difference between these two terms depends
on the locations of the channels in the frequency spectrum.
The dynamic channel aggregation strategy proposed in [7]
has been designed for heterogeneous traffic environment and
spectrum adaptation is also implemented by using channel
sharing and channel adjustment. The results of that work
prove that the proposed strategy can achieve better perfor-
mance. Not only specific to the results in [7] but generally in
CRNs, the blocking probability and the forced termination
probability increase due to the increase of primary user
arrivals. The provision of very low probabilities for blocking
and forced termination of secondary user services is a chal-
lenging goal for cognitive radio (CR) systems. To further
reduce the blocking probability and the forced termination
probability of the channel aggregation strategies proposed in
[7], and to increase the capacity of the secondary network,
we present a queuing model with an improved channel access
technique.
One important issue in cognitive radios with a queuing
scheme is to model the heterogeneous traffic of the secondary
network with different priority levels depending on the traffic
QoS requirements. The other issue is to model the queuing
system as it reduces the blocking probability and the forced
termination rate of secondary users. On the other hand,
the parameters like capacity1 has to be improved with the
queuing model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work is explained in Sec. II and then the system model
is introduced in Sec. III. Sec. IV and Sec. V describe
the proposed dynamic channel aggregation strategy and the
queue scheduling algorithm respectively. In order to analyze
the system performance, CTMC models are developed in Sec.
VI. Numerical results are illustrated in Sec. VII, before the
paper is concluded in Sec. VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Research interest on cognitive radio technology has grown
greatly and in most studies, performance of the cognitive
radios has been evaluated with capacity and blocking proba-
bility of the secondary users. Also, a lot of scientific effort has
been put into understanding and analyzing queuing systems
1In this paper, capacity implies the rate of service completions i.e., the
average number of service completions per time unit in secondary network.
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for cognitive radio networks. However, the majority of those
attempts mainly focus on the analysis of the sojourn time.
In [8], a queuing framework has been developed to analyze
the performance of opportunistic access by CR users. The
arriving packets are modelled as a Batch Bernoulli process
and the packets in the queue are served in FCFS order. By im-
posing resource constraints over new incoming connections
the model allows to control the level of QoS. On the other
hand, when the new CR user needs to start a new connection,
the admission controller at the base station use the queuing
model to decide the admission grant. Therefore, the proposed
queuing model has been designed to achieve both QoS and
admission control.
In [9], several performance metrics are derived based on
a queuing network model. Indeed this paper analyzes the
performance of primary network by evaluating the service
degradation experienced by primary users (PUs) due to sec-
ondary user’s incorrect spectrum sensing. A notable feature
of this model is that each channel in the system is considered
as a single server queuing system. In the proposed queuing
model for a CR network in [10], access latency for the
secondary users is evaluated as the main QoS parameter. A
special feature of the queuing models is that both PU and
SU requests can queued, so FCFS order could not be applied
for BAQ since PUs have the strict priority over SUs. The
effect of using a queue opportunistic based cognitive radio
networks is investigated in [11]. The main target of that paper
is to analyze the increase of the spectral efficiency by putting
SU services in a queue.
The channel assembling strategies proposed in [7] provides
the basis for the queuing model and the dynamic channel
aggregation strategy proposed in this paper. In that work, two
representative channel assembling strategies are proposed to
evaluate the system performance considering heterogeneous
SU traffic. According to the numerical results obtained in
that paper, better performance has been achieved by using
dynamic channel aggregation in contrast with static channel
aggregation.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We consider an infrastructure based CRN consisting a
central base station (CBS) and multiple CR users. The
primary network has the full priority to designated frequency
bands and the secondary network can only access a frequency
band when the corresponding primary network does not use
that band. Resource allocation for the secondary network
is performed by the CBS. The licensed spectrum band is
divided in to M ∈ Z+ frequency channels and those channels
are allocated for M licensed users (primary users) and all
channels are assumed to be statistically identical. Here, Z+
denotes the set of positive integers. When these channels are
not occupied by PUs, SUs have the choice to access channels
with equal probability. Even though a PU occupies only one
channel for each service, SUs can aggregate several channels
to complete the service with high data rate. We also assume
perfect channel sensing capability of the CR network so that
SUs can detect when a primary user accesses a channel. Thus,
the probability of channel sensing errors of the system is
considered negligible.
In this paper we propose multiple queues for different
traffic types. In our analysis, we consider two types of SU
traffic, i.e., elastic traffic and real time traffic. Elastic flows
such as file transfer and email adjust their sending rate
according to network conditions. Real-time applications, such
as video streaming and voice over IP [12] do not adjust its
throughput in response to network conditions. Therefore, in
our analysis the number of channels allocated for a real time
service is fixed. It is worth mentioning that the terminology
ESU and RSU in this paper are used to represent elastic SU
services and real-time SU services respectively. However, the
term SU commonly represents the both SU services. Other
than this, the following assumptions are made in order to
develop our analytical model.
• The arrivals of both PU and SU services are Poisson
distributed with arrival rates λP , λS1 and λS2 for PU,
ESU and RSU services respectively.
• The service time for both PU and SU services is
exponentially distributed with service rates per channel
µP , µS1 and µS2 for PU, ESU and RSU respectively.
• All channels are homogeneous. Thus, the service rate
of k aggregated channels in secondary network equals
kµS for elastic traffic.
• The sensing and spectrum adaptation latency is negligi-
ble in comparison with the duration between consecutive
service events.
A. Formulation of Queuing Model
We propose two separate queues for elastic and real time
services. The queue named as EQ is allocated for elastic
traffic and the queue named as RQ is allocated for real time
services. Even though higher priority is assigned for RSU
services in RQ, the priority level is adjustable according to
the service requirements. Two queuing methods are proposed
based on the user arrivals to the queues.
1) Case I: Queuing Network Model without Feedback
Link: In Case I, only the new users are allowed the access to
the queuing system. Therefore, new ESU services can access
waiting positions in the low priority queue and new RSU
services can access waiting positions in the high priority
queue. Fig. 2 illustrates the queuing model proposed with
Case I.
2) Case II: Queuing Network Model with Feedback Link:
But, in Case II, interrupted ESU services due to PU service
arrivals, which cannot find any idle channel in the system by
means of channel adaptation are also authorized to access EQ
in addition to the new ESU services. However, if there is no
enough waiting rooms in EQ, they are considered to be forced
terminated. Other than this the rest of the functions of Case
II are similar to Case I. Fig. 3 illustrates the queuing model
proposed with Case II. In these figures, Rf1 denotes the ESU
temporary termination rate due to PU arrivals. QL1 and QL2
are the maximum queue sizes of EQ and RQ respectively.
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Fig. 1: Proposed Queuing Model - Case I
B. Queuing Discipline and Priority levels
If we consider the total SU arrival process, heterogeneous
traffic can be observed. Nevertheless, if each queue is consid-
ered separately, they process homogeneous traffic only. The
queue, EQ process only elastic traffic and the queue, RQ
process real time applications only. For homogeneous traffic,
First Come First Serve (FCFS) order is applied. Therefore,
the service requests in both queues are processed with FCFS
manner in which the first service in the queue is the first
service that is processed. However, when channel access
opportunities are available, those opportunities are divided
between EQ and RQ according to the assigned priority levels.
IV. PROPOSED DYNAMIC CHANNEL ACCESS STRATEGY
The channel access strategy which is utilized for the
cognitive radio network described in this paper, is based
on the channel assembling strategy proposed by [7]. In
[7], heterogeneous traffic is considered however, without a
queuing structure. The dynamic channel assembling proposed
in [7] uses both spectrum handover and adjustable channel
aggregation. The DSA strategy proposed in this paper is
denoted as Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2).
A. Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2)
Consider a CR network with M PU licensed channels,
where secondary users contend for the channel access when
PUs are inactive. An ESU service can aggregate or bond
several channels to increase its service rate [6]. The lower
and upper bounds of the number of aggregated channels for
an ESU service are denoted as W and V where W,V ∈ N+.
Depending on the channel status and the user activities, an
ESU can dynamically adjust their number of aggregated
channels. But for an RSU service the number of aggre-
gated channels is always fixed. In our notations, a ∈ N+
represents the number of channels aggregated by an RSU
service. If a channel is currently used by a certain user,
we called that the channel is in busy state. If a channel is
not occupied by any user then the channel is in idle state.
Let x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} be the
general state representation of the system where,
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Fig. 2: Proposed Queuing Model - Case II
jpu = No. of PU services in the system,
jk = No. of ESU services with k aggregated channels,
ga = No. of RSU services with a aggregated channels,
jeq jrq = Current Queue Sizes of EQ and RQ.
B. PU arrivals
When a PU arrives to a channel which is currently in
idle state, that PU can start the transmission without any
conflict and thus the secondary network will not face with any
change. But if the PU arrival is occurred towards a channel
in busy state due to an SU service with k1,W ≤ k1 ≤ V
aggregated channels, the interrupted SU has to vacate the
channel immediately. The ESU service with the maximum
number of aggregated channels, k2 donate a channel for the
interrupted SU service as long as its’ remaining number
of aggregated channels is still greater than or equals W ,
where k2 > k1. Otherwise, if there is no such ESU service
which has k2 aggregated channels where k2 > k1 then an
interrupted ESU flexibly adjust downwards the number of
assembled channels, as long as the remaining number of
aggregated channels is still greater than or equals W while if
the interrupted SU service is an RSU, it is forced to terminate.
When the interrupted ESU has exactly W channel and there
is no other ESU service which has more than W aggregated
channels, then it is forced to terminate if Case I is used for
queuing model. If Case II is applied over the queuing process,
that ESU service is temporary stopped and put in the EQ as
long as EQ is not fully utilized. In the worst case, i.e., if the
EQ is full, then corresponding ESU is forced to terminate.
C. PU departures
Upon a departure of a PU service, the corresponding
channel changes its state from busy to idle. When an idle
channel appears, high priority of accessing the channel is
given to the waiting services in RQ. According to the FCFS
discipline, the RSU services in the front end of RQ will
receive the chance to initiate its services. If real time services
in RQ do not take the chance, then elastic traffic in EQ will
receive the opportunity in the similar way. If both queues do
not receive the chance, the ongoing ESU service which has
the minimum aggregated channels, i.e., kmin, kmin < V
can aggregate the new channel.
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D. SU arrivals
When a new ESU service arrives, the service can com-
mence if there are at least W idle channels in the system
whereas upon a RSU service arrival, system should allocate
exactly a channels. However, if there are not enough idle
channels for newly arrived SU services, the ongoing ESU
service which has the maximum number of channels will
donate channels to the new users. In that case, after donation
ongoing ESU should be able to keep at least W channels, i.e.,
the lower bound of the channel aggregation. If the one with
the maximum number cannot provide W channels for new
ESU service or a channels for new RSU service by itself,
the next ESU with the second maximum number will donate
its channels and so on. If the ongoing ESUs collectively
cannot provide the required number of channels, then the new
service is put in the corresponding queue (ESUs are directed
to EQ and RSUs are directed to RQ). However, if the queue is
fully occupied then the new service is blocked. One important
fact to be mentioned here is that ESU services are not put in
RQ even at a situation when EQ is fully occupied while RQ
is empty. The same rule is applied for RSU services. And
also RSU services do not donate channels for other SUs.
E. SU departures
Due to SU departures, one or more channels become idle.
The opportunity of accessing those channels divided between
waiting RSU and ESU services in the queues by using queue
scheduling algorithm explained in Section V. By varying the
priority factor β the number of allocated channels for each
queue can be altered. If one of the queues is empty, then all
the idle channels are allocated for the services of other queue.
If there are channels still in idle state even after all the waiting
services in the queues obtain channel access, then the ongoing
ESU service which has the minimum number of aggregated
channels has the chance to aggregate them up to V . Since
real time services should possess fixed number of channels,
RSUs will not assemble newly idle channels. If the ESU
with minimum number of channels aggregate V channels and
there are still vacant channels, the other ESUs will occupy
the remaining ones by following the same principle.
V. QUEUE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Let β : 1 be the ratio between priority levels assigned to
RQ and EQ respectively where, β ∈ Q+ and β ≥ 1. Here,
Q+ represents the set of positive rational numbers. Although,
a certain number of channels are initially allocated for the
RSU services in the RQ, the maximum number of required
channels to reach the upper bound of channel aggregation
for all RSU or ESU services may be different. The notations
used in the proposed queue scheduling algorithm are listed
in Table 1. The allocation process of the n newly idle
channels among the services in EQ and RQ is illustrated
in Algorithm I. The parameters nrq, max, neq, max and
neq, min corresponding to lines 8,9 and 10 in Algorithm I
are calculated by using Algorithm II and Algorithm III.
Algorithm I: Pseudo code for queue scheduling:
Line Code
1: if n = 2k where, k ∈ Z+
2: nr = b ββ+1nc
3: ne = n− nr
4: elseif n = (2k + 1) where, k ∈ N
5: nr = d ββ+1ne
6: ne = n− nr
7: end
8: nrq, max = f(DSA, a, jrq)
9: neq, max = f(DSA,W, V, jeq)
10: neq, min = f(DSA,W, V, jeq)
11: if nrq, max ≥ nr
12: nR = bnra c.a
13: ne = n− nR
14: if neq, max > ne
15: if ne ≥ neq, min
16: nE = ne
17: else
18: nE = 0
19: end
20: else
21: nE = neq, max
22: end
23: else
24: nR = nrq, max
25: ne = n− nR
26: if neq, max > ne
27: if ne ≥ neq, min
28: nE = ne
29: else
30: nE = 0
31: end
32: else
33: nE = neq, max
34: end
35: end
36: nQ = nR + nE
37: if nQ < n
38: nO = n− nQ
39: else
40: nO = 0
41: end
TABLE I: Notations used in Algorithm I
n No. of newly idle channels
a No. of channels aggregated by an RSU service
β : 1 Ratio between priority levels assigned to RQ and EQ.
nr No. of channels available for RSU Services in RQ
ne No. of channels available for ESU Services in EQ
nrq, max The maximum number of channels required by all the
RSU Services in RQ
neq, max The maximum number of channels required by all the
ESU Services in EQ
neq, min The minimum number of channels required by all the
ESU Services in EQ
nE No. of channels actually used by ESU Services in EQ
nR No. of channels actually used by RSU Services in RQ
nO No. of channels allocated for ongoing ESU Services
jeq Current Queue Size for ESU Services
jrq Current Queue Size for RSU Services
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Algorithm II: Pseudo code for the calculation of nrq, max
for Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy
Line Code
1: nrq, max = a× jrq
Algorithm III: Pseudo code for the calculation of neq, max
and neq, min for Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) strategy
Line Code
1: if jeq ≥ 1
2: neq, max = V × jeq
3: neq, min = W
4: else
5: neq, max = 0
6: neq, min = 0
7: end
VI. CTMC ANALYSIS
To model the proposed channel access strategy with the
queuing model, continuous time Markov chains (CTMC) are
developed. Let L be the number of states of the CTMC and
pi(x) be the steady sate probability of the state x. As earlier
mentioned, the states of the CTMC models can be represented
by x = (jW , jW+1, · · · jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq). Let S be the set
of feasible states of the system, as
S = {x | jW , jW+1, · · · jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq ≥ 0; b(x) ≤M},
(1)
where b(x) denotes the total number of utilized channels at
state x. Therefore,
b(x) = jpu + aga +
V∑
k=W
kjk. (2)
Furthermore, pi(x) which stands for steady state probability
of being in state x can be calculated as follows. Given
feasible states and their transition rates in a CTMC, we can
construct the global balance equations and the normalization
equation as expressed by the following equation.
piQ = 0,
L∑
x=1
pi(x) = 1, (3)
where pi = [pi(1), pi(2), · · · , pi(x), · · · , pi(L)] is the steady
state probability vector and Q denotes the transition rate
matrix. The vector pi is determined by solving Eq. (3). When
the steady state probabilities are determined, the performance
of the CRN can be evaluated in terms of different parameters.
A. Analytical Models for Case I
In this subsection we derive a analytical models to evaluate
the system performance of Case I.
1) Secondary network capacity: In this report the termi-
nology capacity implies the rate of service completions, i.e.,
the average number of service completions per time unit in
secondary network. Let ρ1 and ρ2 be the capacity of ESU
and RSU services respectively. Then,
capacity of ESU services,
ρ1 =
L∑
x=1
V∑
k=W
kjkµS1pi(x), (4)
capacity of RSU services,
ρ2 =
L∑
x=1
agaµS2pi(x). (5)
2) Blocking probability: An incoming ESU service will
be blocked when the following conditions are satisfied, i.e.,
there are no adequate idle channels to commence the service,
there is no way of channel sharing with ongoing ESU
services and the queue, EQ is also fully occupied. The similar
conditions are applied for calculating the blocking probability
of incoming RSU services except the fact that they need
exactly a channels for commencing services. Let Pb1 and
Pb2 be the blocking probability of ESU and RSU services
respectively.
Blocking probability of ESU,
Pb1 =
L∑
x=1,
M−b(x)+∑Vk=W+1(k−W )jk<W,
jeq=QL1
pi(x). (6)
Blocking probability of RSU,
Pb2 =
L∑
x=1,
M−b(x)+∑Vk=W+1(k−W )jk<a,
jrq=QL2
pi(x). (7)
3) Forced termination probability of ESU: In Case I,
when a PU preempt an ESU service which has exactly W
aggregated channels, the ESU is forced to terminate if there is
no at least one idle channel or chance of channel sharing with
another ongoing ESU service. Therefore, the interrupted ESU
ends communication before it finishes the communication.
The forced termination probability of ESUs, Pf1, can be
expressed as the mean forced termination rate of ESUs, Rf1
divided by the mean admitted ESU rate, i.e., λ∗S1.
Mean forced termination rate of ESU,
Rf1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
M − jpu pi(l). (8)
Forced termination probability of ESU,
Pf1 =
Rf1
λ∗S1
, (9)
where,
λ∗S1 = λS1(1− Pb1),
Pf1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
(M − jpu)λ∗S1
pi(l). (10)
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4) Forced termination probability of RSU: A forced termi-
nation of an RSU service occurs when a PU service preempts
an RSU service and the preempted RSU service cannot detect
an idle channel in the system or cannot share a channel with
other ongoing ESUs. The forced termination probability of
RSUs, Pf2, can be expressed as the mean forced termination
rate of RSUs, Rf2 divided by the mean admitted RSU rate,
i.e., λ∗S2. The mean forced termination rate of RSU is given
by,
Rf2 =
L∑
x=1,
M=b(x), jpu<M,
jr=0,∀r>W,ga>0
λPaga
M − jpupi(x). (11)
Then, forced termination probability of RSU,
Pf2 =
Rf2
λ∗S2
, (12)
where,
λ∗S2 = λS2(1− Pb2), (13)
Pf2 =
L∑
x=1,
M=b(x),ga>0
jpu<M, jr=0,∀r>W
λPaga
(M − jpu)λ∗S2
pi(x). (14)
5) Mean queue length: At each state x ∈ S, jeq and jrq
are the queue lengths of EQ and RQ respectively.
Therefore, mean queue length of ESU services,
LEQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jeq ≤ QL1
pi(x)jeq. (15)
Mean queue length of RSU services,
LRQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jrq ≤ QL2
pi(x)jrq. (16)
6) Average queuing delay of SU service: In this analysis,
queuing delay which is equal to the average waiting time of
an SU service is evaluated. As what is discussed in the last
subsection, the average queue lengths of EQ and RQ were
given by Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) respectively. In Case I, the
arrival rate at EQ, λEQ is equal to the ESU arrival rate.
The arrival rate at the queue, EQ,
λEQ = λS1.
Using Little’s Law [13], the average queuing delay of ESUs,
DEQ =
LEQ
λEQ
.
Therefore,
DEQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jeq ≤QL1
pi(x)jeq
λS1
. (17)
The arrival rate of the queue, RQ,
λRQ = λS2.
Using Little’s Law, the average queuing delay of RSUs,
DRQ =
LRQ
λRQ
.
Therefore,
DRQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jrq ≤QL2
pi(x)jrq
λS2
. (18)
B. Analytical Models for Case II
Instead of direct termination, an interrupted ESU service in
Case II is suspended to wait in EQ for accessing another idle
channel. The derived mathematical equations for calculating
the capacity and the blocking probability of the secondary
network and the expressions for determining the mean queue
length of both queues in Case II is the same as in Case I. And
also, the equations for determining the forced termination
probability and the mean waiting time of RSU services
are the same as in Case I. However, forced termination
probability and the average queuing delay of an ESU service
have to be analyzed separately for the two cases since the
behaviour of the forced terminated ESU services in Case II
is not the same as in Case I.
1) Preempted probability of ESUs: We define the pre-
empted probability as the probability that an ongoing ESU
enters the EQ because of the arrival of a licensed PU
service. In Case I preempted probability is not discussed
since interrupted SU services are not put in the queue. Due
to the same reason, Case II does not consider the preempted
probability of RSU services. The preempted probability of
ESUs, Ppreempted, can be expressed as the interrupted rate
of ESUs when there is no way of accessing an idle channel,
Rinterrupt divided by the mean admitted ESU rate, i.e., λ∗S1.
Mean PU interrupted rate of ESU,
Rinterrupt =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
M − i pi(l). (19)
The preempted probability of ESU,
Ppreempted =
Rinterrupt
λ∗S1
, (20)
where,
λ∗S1 = λS1(1− Pb1).
Therefore
Ppreempted =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
(M − i)λ∗S1
pi(l). (21)
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2) Forced termination probability of ESU: In Case II, a
preempted ESU service is forced terminated only if all the
waiting lines of EQ are occupied by other ESU services. The
forced termination probability of ESU in Case II, P
′
f1, can
be expressed as the mean forced termination rate of ESUs,
R
′
f1 divided by the mean admitted ESU rate, i.e., λ
∗
S1.
Mean forced termination rate of ESU,
R
′
f1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W, jeq=QL1
λPWjW
M − i pi(l). (22)
Forced termination probability of ESU,
P
′
f1 =
R
′
f1
λ∗S1
, (23)
where,
λ∗S1 = λS1(1− Pb1),
P
′
f1 =
L∑
l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W, jeq=QL1
λPWjW
(M − i)λ∗S1
pi(l). (24)
3) Average waiting time of ESU service: In Case II, the
arrival rate to the low priority queue, EQ is higher than
that of Case I due to admission of the interrupted ESU
services. Thus, we have to modify Eq. (18) by following
similar arguments to calculate the average ESU waiting time
in Case II. The arrival rate of EQ, λ
′
EQ is equal to the ESU
arrival rate plus ESU temporary termination rate.
λ
′
EQ = λS1 +Rinterrupt.
Using Little’s Law, the average waiting time of ESUs,
D
′
EQ =
LEQ
λ
′
EQ
.
Therefore,
D
′
EQ =
L∑
x=1,
0 ≤ jeq ≤ QL1
pi(x)jeq
λS1 +
 L∑l=1,
M=b(x), i<M,
jW>0, jn=0, ∀n>W
λPWjW
M−i pi(l)

. (25)
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
In this section numerical results are presented to illustrate
the performance of the proposed queuing model with two
cases. We consider a CRN with 6 channels (i.e., M = 6)
in the allocated spectrum band. Unless otherwise stated,
statistical parameters of licensed and unlicensed users are set
as λP = 1.0, λS1 = 2.0, λS2 = 1.0, µP = 0.5, µS1 = 1.0
and µS2 = 1.0. Configuration parameters of the dynamic
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Fig. 3: SU capacity as a function of PU arrival rate - Case I.
spectrum access strategy used in the system, i.e., Dynamic
(a;W ;V ;QL1;QL2) are fixed as W = 1, V = 3 and a = 1.
Unless otherwise stated, the lengths of the queues are set
as QL1 = 4 and QL2 = 2 and priority factor of the queue
scheduling algorithm is set as β = 2.
A. Model Validation
To validate the analytical models, we first develop MAT-
LAB codes to simulate PU and SU events over the proposed
channel access strategy and compare the analytical results
with the simulation results. However, for illustration clarity
we depict the simulation results only in this section, although
simulations have been performed in all analysis of this
section. Fig. 3 depicts the variation of secondary network
capacity as a function of PU arrival rate. When more PU
services arrive, the capacity of both ESU and RSU services
decreases. As demonstrated in that figure, analytical output
exists within the 95% confidence intervals of the simulation
results. In other words, our analytical model shows a precise
matching with the obtained simulation results.
B. Performance Evaluation
The Dynamic (a;W ;V ;QL1;QL2) channel aggregation
strategy proposed in this paper should be able to enhance
the performance of the existing cognitive radio networks in
terms of several performance metrics.
1) Secondary Network capacity: Fig. 4 depicts the system
capacity of the ESU service network as ESU arrival rate
λS1 varies. With the increasing arrival rate of ESU services,
the capacity of ESU services initially increases dramatically.
After that capacity grows smoothly and seems to be reached
a maximum value. Initially capacity is increased with a high
rate because, more ESU services are commenced at a high
rate. Afterwards, all the channels in the system gradually
close to be fully utilized, therefore capacity curves tend to
reach a maximum value. The next significant observation is
that the capacity increases due to the queuing model and
it further can be increased when the maximum queue size
is increased. Therefore, the capacity curve corresponding to
the maximum queue size of 8, i.e., QL1 = 8 always higher
than that of QL1 = 4. Large queue size means that more
service requests can be stored. Since PU arrival rate is fixed
in the analysis of Fig. 4, the probability of completing an
ESU service is increased as more service requests are added
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Fig. 4: ESU Capacity as a function of ESU arrival rate.
to a queue. Due to this reason, capacity can be increased with
large queue sizes.
When the capacity is compared between the two cases,
it is obvious that Case II gains more capacity than Case I.
Since the interrupted ESU services are forced to terminate
in Case I even when EQ is not fully utilized, they are not
considered as service completions. Therefore, those services
are not counted for capacity calculations. However, in Case
II those interrupted services may have chances to finish their
services later, since they are queued until they will have
an opportunity to access system resources. Because of this
reason, capacity of ESU services is improved in Case II than
Case I.
2) Blocking Probability: Fig. 5 depicts the ESU blocking
probability as a function of PU service rate, µP . The blocking
probability dramatically decreases initially as µP grows.
When PU service rate is smaller, only few PUs can finish
their services per unit of time. Therefore a majority of
the channels are occupied by respective licensed services.
Therefore, the probability of blocking a new user request is
high. On the other hand, the probability of a channel in the
busy state decreases as µP increases. Then the probability of
blocking a new ESU service also decreases with an increasing
rate of µP . As shown in Fig. 5, the blocking probability of
ESU services can be decreased with the proposed queuing
strategies. With the queuing model, the blocked calls due
to insufficient channels are put in the queue until they will
be offered with the required number of channels. For this
reason, blocking probability is significantly reduced with
the integration of queues. On the other hand, when the
maximum queue size is increased more SUs can be queued
without blocking their service requests. For this reason, ESU
blocking probability shown in Fig. 5 decreases as queue size
is increased.
3) Forced Termination Probability: In Fig. 6, the forced
termination probability is shown as PU arrival rate varies.
We can observe from this figure that the forced termination
probability increases as λP increases in both cases. This
behaviour is the same for the system without queuing. When
λP increases, PUs become more active in the network and
due to this reason SU services will be forced to terminate.
The next significant observation is that the rate of increasing
of forced termination is decreasing with increasing λP . When
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- Case I.
λP is comparatively low, certain channels in the system are
occupied by SUs and with the growth of λP they are forced
to terminate. Nevertheless, at a higher λP almost all the
channels are occupied by PUs so that there are no ongoing
SUs to be interrupted. Thus, the rate of increase of forced
termination probability deteriorates with λP . According to
the numerical results shown in Fig. 6, it is pointed out that
the forced termination probability of the queuing system with
Case I, is always higher than that of the system without
queues. This result convince that Case I of the proposed
queuing model cannot show better performance in terms of
forced termination probability. The reason can be explained
as follows.
To decrease the forced termination rate, either system
should possess more channels or less PU activities. In the
numerical results shown in Fig. 6, the increase of PU arrival
rate means more PU activities. On the other hand, when
queues are integrated blocked SU services are not cleared but
they are put into the queues. Then more interactions between
SUs and PUs can occur in contrast with the system without
queues. Due to this reason, more forced terminations can be
observed in Case I. A fruitful method to obtain decreased
forced termination probability of ESUs is proposed in Case
II. In Case II the interrupted ESU services in which there
is no way of accessing an idle channel, are put into the
queue unless the queue is not fully utilized. Hence, the forced
termination of ESU services should be reduced with Case II.
As Fig. 6 highlights forced termination probability is greatly
reduced in Case II.
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4) Average queuing delay: The main cost introduced in
the proposed queuing schemes is the associated waiting time
of SU services in the queue, i.e., queuing delay. To study the
effect of the queue size on the queuing delay we generate
the numerical results shown in Fig. 7. As illustrated in this
figure, average waiting time of ESU services increases with
ESU arrival rate. When ESU arrival rate increases the number
of ESU service requests in the queue also increases. Wherein
most of the waiting rooms are allocated, the mean waiting
time of a user will increase. Moreover, an increasing in the
number of waiting positions in the queue has a similar effect
on the average queuing delay. Apparently, in both cases when
the maximum queue size is increased queuing delay also
increases.
Fig. 7 also shows that the Case I performs better than
Case II in terms of queuing delay. Because for a given
maximum queue length, ESU services in Case II experience
a larger queuing delay in contrast with Case I. In Case II,
current queue size is larger than Case I since interrupted ESU
services are also queued in addition to the new arrivals. Since
average waiting time is direct proportional to the mean queue
length, it is justified that Case II leads to a higher queuing
delay. This is particularly important result, since it implies
the trade off between the average waiting time and the forced
termination probability explained in the previous subsection.
That is, even though Case II contributes to significantly
reduce the forced termination probability of ESU services,
their waiting time will increase consequently.
VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have proposed a queuing analytic framework to eval-
uate the system performance of a multi-channel cognitive
radio network with channel access based on dynamic channel
aggregation and spectrum adaptation. The queuing structure
proposed in this paper consists of separate queues allocated
for different traffic types and thus, FCFS discipline is easy
to apply. The numerical results which are validated through
the exact simulation results show that the overall spectrum
utilization and secondary network capacity can be increased
via the proposed model. With the increase of queue sizes,
blocking probability can further be decreased, however the
average queuing delay of a service is increased. Therefore,
the maximum queue sizes have to be controlled according to
the QoS requirements of the traffic type. Since the defined
two cases of queuing methods are different in terms of the
functionality of the interrupted elastic SU services, the forced
termination probability of the model shows different results in
two cases. Even though Case II reduces forced terminations
of ESUs, Case I leads to increase it. Conversely, when Case
II is used blocking probability will be high. Therefore, we
recommend to use Case II if PUs are more active in the
CRN and Case I is recommended for a system with less PU
activities but more SU activities.
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APPENDIX
The Tables II-VIII summarize the state transitions
associated with different events with different conditions. In
these tables1 the parameters n, nR and nE have the same
meanings as described in Algorithm I.
1In these tables DP and AR indicate a departure event and an arrival event
respectively. ESUk denotes an ESU service with k aggregated channels.
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TABLE II: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a PU departure with jpuµP transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
PU DP. An RSU in RQ uses the vacant channel. (jW , · · · , jV , ga + 1, jpu − 1, jeq, jrq > 0; jpu > 0; a = 1.
jrq − 1)
PU DP. An ESU in EQ uses the vacant channel. (jW + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu − 1, jrq = 0 or a > 1; jeq > 0; jpu > 0;
jeq − 1, jrq) W = 1.
PU DP. An ongoing ESUk uses the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, jk+1 + 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or a > 1; jeq = 0 or W > 1;
vacant channel. jV , ga, jpu − 1, jeq, jrq) jpu > 0; jk > 0, V > 1;
k = min{r|jr > 0,W ≤ r < V }.
PU DP. No SUs uses the vacant channel. (jW , · · · , jV , ga, jpu − 1, jeq, jrq) jrq = 0 or a > 1; jeq = 0 or W > 1;
jk = 0,W ≤ k < V or W = V ;
jpu > 0.
TABLE III: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a RSU departure with agaµS2 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
RSU DP. An RSU in RQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq − 1) jrq > 0; ga > 0; nR = n = a.
vacant channels.
RSU DP. An ESU in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , ja + 1, · · · , jV , ga − 1, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; ga > 0; nE = n = a;
vacant channels. jpu, jeq − 1, jrq) jeq = 1, W ≤ a ≤ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ a < 2W .
RSU DP. Two ESUs in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; ga > 0; nE = n = a;
vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu, jeq − 2, jrq) jeq = 2, 2W ≤ a ≤ 2V, a = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V or
jeq > 2, 2W ≤ a < 3W, a = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V .
· · · · · · · · ·
RSU DP. An ongoing ESU with the (jW , · · · , jh − 1, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
minimum no. of channels, h uses all the jV , ga − 1, jpu, jeq, jrq) ga > 0; h = min{r|jr > 0,W ≤ r < V };
vacant channels. l = a+ h ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · ·
RSU DP. All other ESUs use the vacant (0, · · · , 0, · · · , jV + q, ga − 1, jpu, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
channels and reach the upper bound V . jeq, jrq) ga > 0; q =
∑V−1
m=W jm;
a ≥ ∑V−1m=W (V −m)jm; V > W .
RSU DP. Other SUs cannot use the (jW , · · · , jV , ga − 1, jpu, jeq, jrq) jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0; ga > 0;
vacant channels. V > W, jm = 0, ∀m < V or W = V.
TABLE IV: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a ESUk departure with kjkµS1 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
ESUk DP. An RSU in RQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jV , ga + 1, jpu, jrq ≥ 1; jk > 0; k = a; nR = k.
vacant channels. jeq, jrq − 1)
ESUk DP. Two RSUs in RQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jV , ga + 2, jpu, jrq ≥ 2; jk > 0; k = 2a; nR = k.
vacant channels. jeq, jrq − 2)
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. An RSU in RQ and an ESU (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jh + 1, · · · jV , jk > 0; k = a+ h; jrq ≥ 1; nR = a;
in EQ uses all the vacant channels. ga + 1, jpu, jeq − 1, jrq − 1) nE = h; jeq = 1, W ≤ h ≤ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ h < 2W .
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. An ESU in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jk > 0; nE = n = k;
vacant channels. jeq − 1, jrq) jeq = 1, W ≤ k ≤ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ k < 2W .
ESUk DP. Two ESUs in EQ uses all the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jk > 0; nE = n = k;
vacant channels. jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq − 2, jrq) jeq = 2, 2W ≤ k ≤ 2V, k = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V or
jeq > 2, 2W ≤ k < 3W, k = h+ l, W ≤ h, l ≤ V .
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. An ongoing ESU with the (jW , · · · , jh − 1, · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
minimum no. of channels, h uses all jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq) jk > 0; h = min{r|jr > 0,W ≤ r < V };
the vacant channels. l = k + h ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · ·
ESUk DP. All other ESUs use the (0, · · · , 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
vacant channels and reach the jeq, jrq) jk > 0; q =
∑V−1
m=W jm − 1;
upper bound V . k ≥ ∑V−1m=W (V −m)jm − (V − k); V > W .
ESUk DP. Other SUs cannot use the (jW , · · · , jk − 1, · · · , jV , ga, jrq = 0 or nR = 0; jeq = 0 or nE = 0;
vacant channels. jpu, jeq, jrq) jk > 0; V > W, jm = 0, ∀m < V or W = V.
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TABLE V: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a ESU arrival with λS1 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
ESU AR. Enough idle channels exist. (jW , · · · , jk + 1, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq) k = min{M − b(x), V } ≥ W .
ESU AR. The ESU with the (jW + 1, · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jm − 1, · · · , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
maximum no. of channels, m jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq) n = m− [W − (M − b(x))];
donate W channels. W ≤ n < m.
ESU AR. Two ESUs with m and (jW + 2, · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jh − 1, · · · , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
h channels collectively donate jm − 1, · · · , JV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq) h = max{r|jr > 0, W + 1 ≤ r ≤ m− 1}, jm = 1
W channels. or h = m, jm > 1;
n = h+m− [2W − (M − b(x))], W ≤ n < h.
· · · · · · · · ·
ESU AR. The new ESU request is (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq + 1, jrq) M − b(x) +
∑V
m=W+1(m−W )jm < W ;
put into the queue, EQ. jeq < QL1.
TABLE VI: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a RSU arrival with λS2 transition rate
Activity Dest. State Conditions
RSU AR. Enough idle channels exist. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga + 1, jpu, jeq, jrq) M − b(x) ≥ a.
RSU AR. The ESU with the (jW , · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jm − 1, · · · , jV , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
maximum no. of channels, m ga + 1, jpu, jeq, jrq) n = m− [a− (M − b(x))], W ≤ n < m.
donate a channels.
RSU AR. Two ESUs with m and (jW + 1, · · · , jn + 1, · · · , jh − 1, · · · , V > W ; m = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V };
h channels collectively donate jm − 1, · · · , JV , ga + 1, jpu, jeq, jrq) h = max{r|jr > 0,W + 1 ≤ r ≤ m− 1}, jm = 1
a channels. or h = m, jm > 1;
n = h+m− [(W + a)− (M − b(x))], W ≤ n < h.
· · · · · · · · ·
RSU AR. The new ESU request is (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq + 1) M − b(x) +
∑V
m=W+1(m−W )jm < a;
put into the queue, RQ. jrq < QL2.
TABLE VII: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a PU arrival in Case I
Activity Dest. State Trans. rate Conditions
PU AR. A vacant channel exists. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, λP M − b(x) > 0.
jpu + 1, jeq, jrq)
PU AR. An ESUk is interrupted (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , kjkM−jpu λP V > W ; b(x) =M ; jk > 0; k > W .
and reduces its channels. jV , ga, jpu + 1, jeq, jrq)
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW ≥ 1; b(x) =M ; W = V or W = 1,
No spectrum adaptation. jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V . Or jW = 1;
b(x) =M ; jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V.
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , WjWM−jpu λP jW ≥ 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
RSU in RQ uses all the vacant channels. ga + 1, jpu + 1, jeq, jrq − 1) jrq > 0; W > 1; nR = a = W − 1.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (jW − 2, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jrq = 0 or nR = 0;
and another ongoing ESUW jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) jk = 0, ∀k > W ; W > 1;
uses all the vacant channels. l = 2W − 1 ≤ V.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jrq = 0 or nR = 0;
and other all ESUs uses all the jeq, jrq) jk = 0, ∀k > W ; V > W > 1; q = jW − 1;
vacant channels and achieve V . W − 1 ≥ (V −W )(jW − 1).
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , agaM−jpu λP V > W ; b(x) =M ; ga > 0; k > W ;
ESUk with max. channels, k jV , ga, jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) k = max{r|jr > 0, W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V }.
donates a channel.
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga − 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a = 1, jk = 0,
No spectrum adaptation. jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V . Or ga > 0;
b(x) =M ; W = V .
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. An (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
ESU in EQ uses all the vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu + 1, jeq − 1, jrq) a ≥ W + 1; nE = h = a− 1;
jeq = 1, W ≤ a− 1 ≥ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ a− 1 < 2W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk + 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
An ESUW uses all the vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; jW > 0,
k = a+W − 1 ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and ESUW (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga − 1, jpu + 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
is forced terminated. All ESUs uses the jeq, jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; q = jW ;
vacant channels and achieve V . a− 1 ≥ (V −W )jW ; V > W .
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TABLE VIII: Transitions from a generic state x = {jW , jW+1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu, jeq, jrq} of
Dynamic (a,W, V,QL1, QL2) upon a PU arrival in Case II
Activity Dest. State Trans. rate Conditions
PU AR. A vacant channel exists. (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu + 1, jeq, λP M − b(x) > 0.
jrq)
PU AR. An ESU service with k (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , jV , kjkM−jpu λP V > W ; M = b(x); jk > 0; k > W .
channels reduces its channels. ga, jpu + 1, jeq, jrq)
PU AR. The interrupted ESUW (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 0; b(x) =M ; jeq < QL1;
is put into the queue EQ jeq + 1, jrq) W = V or W = 1, jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V .
and no spectrum adaptation Or jW = 1; b(x) =M ;
jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V.
PU AR. ESUW is put into the queue, (jW − 2, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
EQ. Another ESUW uses the jpu + 1, jeq + 1, jrq) W > 1; l = 2W − 1 ≤ V ; jeq < QL1.
idle channels.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is put into the queue, (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu + 1, jeq + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
EQ and other all ESUs uses the idle jrq) V > W > 1; q = jW − 1; jeq < QL1;
channels and achieve V W − 1 ≥ (V −W )(jW − 1).
PU AR. The interrupted ESUW (jW − 1, · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga, jpu + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 0; b(x) =M ; jeq = QL1;
is forced terminated and no jeq + 1, jrq) W = V or W = 1, jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V .
spectrum adaptation Or jW = 1; b(x) =M ;
jk = 0, W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V.
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (jW − 2, · · · , jl + 1, · · · , jV , ga, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
and another ESUW uses the idle jpu + 1, jeq + 1, jrq) W > 1; l = 2W − 1 ≤ V ; jeq = QL1.
channels.
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. ESUW is forced terminated (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga, jpu + 1, jeq + 1, WjWM−jpu λP jW > 1; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
and other all ESUs uses the idle jrq) V > W > 1; q = jW − 1; jeq = QL1;
channel and achieve V . W − 1 ≥ (V −W )(jW − 1).
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and (jW , · · · , jk−1 + 1, jk − 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP V > W ; M = b(x); ga > 0; k > W ;
ESUk with maximum channels, k ga, jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) k = max{r|jr > 0, W + 1 ≤ r ≤ V }.
donates a channel.
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated, (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jV , ga − 1, jpu + 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a = 1, jk = 0,
No spectrum adaptation. jeq, jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V .
Or ga > 0; b(x) =M ; W = V .
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. An (jW , · · · , jk, · · · , jh + 1, · · · , jV , agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; jk = 0, ∀k > W ;
ESU in EQ uses all the vacant channels. ga − 1, jpu + 1, jeq − 1, jrq) a ≥ W + 1; nE = h = a− 1;
jeq = 1, W ≤ a− 1 ≥ V or
jeq > 1, W ≤ a− 1 < 2W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is forced terminated. (jW − 1, · · · , jk + 1, · · · , jV , ga − 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
An ESUW uses all the vacant channels. jpu + 1, jeq, jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; jW > 0,
k = a+W − 1 ≤ V ; V > W .
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
PU AR. RSU is interrupted and ESUW (0, 0, · · · , jV + q, ga − 1, jpu + 1, agaM−jpu λP ga > 0; b(x) =M ; a > 1, jk = 0,
is forced terminated. All ESUs uses the jeq, jrq) W + 1 ≤ k ≤ V ; q = jW > 0,
vacant channels and achieve V . a− 1 ≥ (V −W )jW ; V > W .
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Appendix B: MATLAB Programs
B.1 Generating Total State Space of CTMC Model
File Name: All_State_Space
clc;
clear all;
w % Minimum Number of channels for a SU
n = 4; % Let v = w + (n-2)
v_m = w + (n-2); % Maximum Number of channels for a SU
M = 6; % Maximum Number of channels available
N = 0; % Total Number of channels used at the start
RQ=2;
EQ=4;
for i=0:(n-2)
ww(i+1)=fix(M/(w+i));
end
ww(n)=M;
ww
p1=[]; % PU Analysis
for j=1:(ww(n)+1)
p1(j)=j-1;
end
p1
pp1=size(p1);
p2=[]; % SU index 1 analysis
for j=1:(ww(1)+1)
p2(j)=j-1;
end
p2
pp2=size(p2);
p3=[]; % SU index 2 analysis
for j=1:(ww(2)+1)
p3(j)=j-1;
end
p3
pp3=size(p3);
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p4=[]; % SU index 3 analysis
for j=1:(ww(3)+1)
p4(j)=j-1;
end
p4
pp4=size(p4);
p5=[]; % RSU Analysis
for j=1:(ww(n)+1)
p5(j)=j-1;
end
p5
pp5=size(p5);
p6=[]; % RSU Queue Analysis
for j=1:(RQ+1)
p6(j)=j-1;
end
p6
pp6=size(p6);
p7=[]; % ESU Queue Analysis
for j=1:(EQ+1)
p7(j)=j-1;
end
p7
pp7=size(p7);
k=0;
for j4=1:pp1(2)
for j3=1:pp2(2)
for j2=1:pp3(2)
for j1=1:pp4(2)
for j5=1:pp5(2)
for j6=1:pp6(2)
for j7=1:pp7(2)
k=k+1;
a=[p1(j4) p2(j3) p3(j2) p4(j1) p5(j5) p6(j6) p7(j7)];
sum = 0;
for i=1:(n-1)
sum=((w+(i-1))*a(i+1))+sum;
end
N = sum+a(1)+a(5);
if N<=M
r(k,:)=a;
N;
else
k=k-1;
end
end
end
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end
end
end
end
end
r(:,[1 2]) = r(:,[2 1]); %----------------------------
r(:,[2 3]) = r(:,[3 2]); % W W+1 W+2 ---- PU ORDER
r(:,[3 4]) = r(:,[4 3]); %----------------------------
r(:,[4 5]) = r(:,[5 4]);
r(:,[6 7]) = r(:,[7 6]);
size_r=size(r);
% ++++++++++++++++++ Removing Unfeasible States +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
for i=1:size_r(1)
T=TOTAL_USED_CH2( r(i,:),n,w );
if (T<6 && r(i,6)>0) || (T<6 && r(i,7)>0) || (T<6 && r(i,1)>0) || (T<6 && r(i,2)>0) ||
(r(i,3)>0 && r(i,6)>0) || (r(i,3)>0 && r(i,7)>0) || (r(i,2)>0 && r(i,6)>0) || (r(i,2)>0 && r(i,7)>0)
rr(i,:)=0;
else
rr(i,:)=1;
end
end
rr;
size_rr=size(rr)
i=1;
for k=1:size_rr(1)
if rr(k,:)==0
c1(i,:)=k;
i=i+1;
else
i=i;
end
end
c1;
size_c1=size(c1);
for k=1:size_c1(1)
cc2(k,:)=c1(k,:)-(k-1);
end
cc2;
size_cc2=size(cc2);
for k=1:size_cc2(1)
r(cc2(k,:),:)=[];
end
r;
size_r=size(r)
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% ++++++++++++++++++ End of Removing Unfeasible States +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
for u=1:size_r(1)
a=r(u,:);
r11(u,:)=PU_ARRIVAL_N41(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r12(u,:)=PU_ARRIVAL_N42(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r13(u,:)=PU_ARRIVAL_N43(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r14(u,:)=PU_ARRIVAL_N44(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r2(u,:)=SU_ARRIVAL_N4(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r3(u,:)=PU_DEPARTURE_N4(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r4(u,:)=SU_DEPARTURE_N43(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r5(u,:)=SU_DEPARTURE_N42(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r6(u,:)=SU_DEPARTURE_N41(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r7(u,:)=SU_DEPARTURE_N44(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
r8(u,:)=PSU_ARRIVAL_N4(w, n, M, a, EQ, RQ);
end
save variables.mat
B.2 Calculation of Steady State Probabilities
File Name:Steady_State_Prob
clc;
clear all;
load variables.mat % Load data from file "All_State_Space"
E=eye(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Identity Matrix E
k=0; u1=0; u2=0; u3=0; u4=0;
u5=0; u6=0; u7=0; u8=0;
vw=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix to be Generated
v11=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to PU Arrivals
v12=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to PU Arrivals
v13=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to PU Arrivals
v14=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to PU Arrivals
v2=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to SU Arrivals
v3=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to PU Departures
v4=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to SU Departures from 3rd index
v5=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to SU Departures from 2nd index
v6=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to SU Departures from 1st index
v7=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to SU Departures from 4th index
v8=zeros(size_r(1),size_r(1)); % Matrix corresponding to PSU Arrivals
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
Us=1; % SU Service Rate for elastic traffic
Us2=1; % SU Service Rate for real time traffic
Up=0.5; % PU Service Rate
LambdaS=2; % SU Arrival Rate for elastic traffic
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LambdaS2=1; % PSU Arrival Rate for real time traffic
LambdaP=1.4; % PU Arrival Rate
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PU Arrivals into index 1
k=0; % size_r(1)= Number of rows
u1=0;
while u1==0
k=k+1;
if (r11(i,:)-r(k,:)==0) % Check each row of vector "r" until
% similar to r11 element r11(i,:)
u1=k;
else
u1=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r11(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
T=TOTAL_USED_CH( r(i,:),n,w ); % This function check weather the above r11 and r elements
% are adentical or not
if r(i,1)==0 && r(i,2)==0 && r(i,3)==0 && r(i,4)==0
v11(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*15/100;
else
v11(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*r(i,1)*w/T; % Mark corresponding entry in the matrix v[]
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PU Arrivals into index 2
k=0; % size_r(1)= Number of rows
u1=0;
while u1==0
k=k+1;
if (r12(i,:)-r(k,:)==0) % Check each row of vector "r" until
% similar to r12 element r12(i,:)
u1=k;
else
u1=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r12(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
T=TOTAL_USED_CH( r(i,:),n,w );
if r(i,1)==0 && r(i,2)==0 && r(i,3)==0 && r(i,4)==0
v12(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*30/100;
else
v12(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*r(i,2)*(w+1)/T; % Mark corresponding entry in the matrix v[]
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PU Arrivals into index 3
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k=0; % size_r(1)= Number of rows
u1=0;
while u1==0
k=k+1;
if (r13(i,:)-r(k,:)==0) % Check each row of vector "r" until
% similar to r13 element r13(i,:)
u1=k;
else
u1=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r13(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
T=TOTAL_USED_CH( r(i,:),n,w );
if r(i,1)==0 && r(i,2)==0 && r(i,3)==0 && r(i,4)==0
v13(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*40/100;
else
v13(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*r(i,3)*(w+2)/T; % Mark corresponding entry in the matrix v[]
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PU Arrivals into index 4
k=0; % size_r(1)= Number of rows
u1=0;
while u1==0
k=k+1;
if (r14(i,:)-r(k,:)==0) % Check each row of vector "r" until
% similar to r14 element r14(i,:)
u1=k;
else
u1=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r14(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
T=TOTAL_USED_CH( r(i,:),n,w );
if r(i,1)==0 && r(i,2)==0 && r(i,3)==0 && r(i,4)==0
v14(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*15/100;
else
v14(i,k)=LambdaP*(N)*r(i,4)*w/T; % Mark corresponding entry in the matrix v[]
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % SU (Elastic traffic)Arrivals
k=0;
u2=0;
while u2==0
k=k+1;
if (r2(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u2=k;
else
u2=0;
end
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N=TOT_USED_CH( r2(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
v2(i,k)=LambdaS*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PU Departures
k=0;
u3=0;
while u3==0
k=k+1;
if (r3(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u3=k;
else
u3=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r3(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
v3(i,k)=r(i,5)*Up*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % SU Departures from 3rd index
k=0;
u4=0;
while u4==0
k=k+1;
if (r4(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u4=k;
else
u4=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r4(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
v4(i,k)=(w+2)*Us*r(i,3)*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % SU Departures from 2nd index
k=0;
u5=0;
while u5==0
k=k+1;
if (r5(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u5=k;
else
u5=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r5(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
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v5(i,k)=(w+1)*Us*r(i,2)*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % SU Departures from 1st index
k=0;
u6=0;
while u6==0
k=k+1;
if (r6(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u6=k;
else
u6=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r6(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
v6(i,k)=(w)*Us*r(i,1)*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PSU Departures from 4th index
k=0;
u7=0;
while u7==0
k=k+1;
if (r7(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u7=k;
else
u7=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r7(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
v7(i,k)=(w)*Us2*r(i,4)*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=1:size_r(1) % PSU (Real Time Traffic)Arrivals
k=0;
u8=0;
while u8==0
k=k+1;
if (r8(i,:)-r(k,:)==0)
u8=k;
else
u8=0;
end
N=TOT_USED_CH( r8(i,:),r(i,:),n,w );
end
v8(i,k)=LambdaS2*(N);
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
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vw=v11+v12+v13+v14+v2+v3+v4+v5+v6+v7+v8; % Transition Matrix Generation - 1st Step
% Diagonal Elements set as the minus summation of rest of
% the elements in that row
vv=0;
for i=1:size_r(1)
vv=0;
for ii=1:size_r(1)
vv=vv+vw(i,ii);
end
vv;
vw(i,i)=-vv;
end
vw; % Transition Matrix
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
P=vw/(max(max(abs(vw)))+1);
PP=E+P;
PPP=PPˆ1000;
vvv=0;
for i=1:size_r(1)
vvv=0;
for ii=1:size_r(1)
vvv=vvv+PPP(i,ii);
end
vvv;
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
ccc=transpose(PPP(1,:));
size_ccc=size(ccc);
B.3 Calculation of Performance Metrics
% Capacity Calculation - Elastic Traffic
rho1=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
Z=TOTAL_USED_SUCH( r(kk,:),n,w ); % Total No. of channels used by Elastic Traffic
rho1=(Z*ccc(kk)*Us)+rho1;
end
% Blocking_Probability_Calculation_for_Elastic_Traffic
BlockProb1=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
Z=TOTAL_USED_SUCH( r(kk,:),n,w );
ZZ=Z+r(kk,5)+r(kk,4); % Total No. of channels used by all users
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if ZZ==M && r(kk,2)==0 && r(kk,3)==0 && r(kk,6)==EQ
BlockProb1=BlockProb1+ccc(kk);
else
BlockProb1=BlockProb1;
end
end
% Forced_Termination_Probability_Calculation_for_Elastic_Traffic
FT1=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
Z=TOTAL_USED_SUCH( r(kk,:),n,w );
ZZ=Z+r(kk,5)+r(kk,4); % Total No. of channels used by all users
ZZZ=Z+r(kk,4); % Total No. of channels used by all SU users
if ZZ==M && r(kk,2)==0 && r(kk,3)==0 && ZZZ>0
FT1=(w*r(kk,1)*ccc(kk)*LambdaP/(ZZZ))+FT1;
else
FT1=FT1;
end
end
FTB1=FT1/((1-BlockProb1)*LambdaS);
Y1=LambdaS*(1-BlockProb1)*(1-FTB1); % To verify the correctness of calculation, Y1=rho1
% Average Queuing Delay for Elastic Traffic
QueueLength1=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
QueueLength1=ccc(kk)*r(kk,6)+QueueLength1;
end
QL1=QueueLength1;
QD1=QL1/(LambdaS);
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
% Capacity Calculation - Real_Time_Traffic
rho2=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
rho2=(r(kk,4)*ccc(kk)*Us2)+rho2; % r(kk,4) = Total No. of channels used by ESUs
end
% Blocking_Probability_Calculation_for_Real_Time_Traffic
BlockProb2=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
Z=TOTAL_USED_SUCH( r(kk,:),n,w );
ZZ=Z+r(kk,5)+r(kk,4);
if ZZ==M && r(kk,2)==0 && r(kk,3)==0 && r(kk,7)==RQ
BlockProb2=BlockProb2+ccc(kk);
else
BlockProb2=BlockProb2;
end
end
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% Forced_Termination_Probability_Calculation_for_Real_Time_Traffic
FT2=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
Z=TOTAL_USED_SUCH( r(kk,:),n,w );
ZZ=Z+r(kk,5)+r(kk,4);
ZZZ=Z+r(kk,4);
if ZZ==M && r(kk,2)==0 && r(kk,3)==0 && ZZZ>0
FT2=(1*r(kk,4)*ccc(kk)*LambdaP/(ZZZ))+FT2;
else
FT2=FT2;
end
end
FTB2=FT2/((1-BlockProb2)*LambdaS2);
Y2=LambdaS2*(1-BlockProb2)*(1-FTB2); % To verify the correctness of calculation, Y2=rho2
%Average Queuing Delay for Real time Traffic
QueueLength2=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
QueueLength2=ccc(kk)*r(kk,7)+QueueLength2;
end
QL2=QueueLength2;
QD2=QL2/(LambdaS2);
%Spectrum Utilization
U_c=0;
for kk=1:size_r(1)
Z=TOTAL_USED_SUCH( r(kk,:),n,w );
ZZ=Z+r(kk,5)+r(kk,4);
U_c=U_c+(ccc(kk)*ZZ);
end
U_CRN=U_c/M;
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
B.4 Simulation Program for Case I
File Name: Simulation_Case_I
clc;
clear all;
A2=0; % PU Distribution parameters
B2=0; % PU Distribution parameters
muS1=0.4; % Service rate of ESU.
muS2=1; % Service rate of RSU.
muP=0.5; % 1/\muP = average call duration.
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lambdaS1=2; % ESU Arrival rate.
lambdaS2=1; % RSU Arrival rate.
lambdaP=1; % PU Arrival Rate.
K=6; % Number of available channels.
T_max=500; % The total duration of the simulation.
QE=4;
QR=2;
n1=250000; % No. of total clicks within T_max.
n2=250000;
X_0=0;
[X,T]=call_placing_pu(X_0,lambdaP,muP,K,T_max);
A2=transpose(T);
B2=transpose(X);
size_PU=size(A2);
CC2(1)=0;
for j=2:size_PU(1)
if B2(j)>B2(j-1)
CC2(j)=1;
else
CC2(j)=5; % PU Departure - Event ID is 5.
end
end
%CC2(1)=0;
C2=transpose(CC2);
PU=[A2, B2, C2]; % A2 is Time, B2 is no. of PUs at time A2, C2 is the event ID
h1=T_max/n1;
p1 =lambdaS1*h1;
ESUA_Nr=binornd(1,p1,n1,1); % Binormial distribution with parameters p1.
ESUA_Time1(1,:)=0;
for i=2:n1
ESUA_Time1(i,:)=h1+ESUA_Time1(i-1,:); % ESU Clicking Times.
end
E1=6*ones(n1,1); % ESU Arrival - Event ID is 6.
for i=2:n1
y1=rand;
if y1>0.5
ESUA_Time2(i,:)=ESUA_Time1(i,:)+0.0001; % 0.001 is add or minus in order to avoid
else % simulataneous events.
ESUA_Time2(i,:)=ESUA_Time1(i,:)-0.0001;
end
end
h2=T_max/n2;
p2 =lambdaS2*h2;
RSUA_Nr=binornd(1,p2,n2,1);
RSUA_Time1(1,:)=0;
for i=2:n2
RSUA_Time1(i,:)=h2+RSUA_Time1(i-1,:);
end
E2=7*ones(n2,1); % RSU Arrival - Event ID is 7.
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for i=2:n2
y=rand;
if y>0.5
RSUA_Time2(i,:)=RSUA_Time1(i,:)+0.00005; % 0.005 is add or minus in order to
else % avoid simulataneous events.
RSUA_Time2(i,:)=RSUA_Time1(i,:)-0.00005;
end
end
ESUA=[ESUA_Time2,ESUA_Nr,E1];
RSUA=[RSUA_Time2,RSUA_Nr,E2];
X1=[PU;ESUA;RSUA];
X2=sortrows(X1);
X2(1,:)=[]; % To remove 1st row of X2.
X2(2,:)=[]; % To remove 2nd row of X2.
%X2(3,:)=[];
size_X2=size(X2); % Dimensions of X2.
X2;
%************************************************************************
m=zeros(6,6); % 6x6 matrix. 6 is No. of channels.1st column for channel ID.
% 2nd column for current time.
% 3rd column to identify SU service presence and its No. of ch.
% 4th column to identify identify PU service presence .
% 6th column for identify the remaining service length of SU.
Q=zeros(1,2); % Q=[EQ RQ]
Q(1,1)=0; % No. of ESU services in the queue.
Q(1,2)=0; % No. of RSU services in the queue.
QE_Length=0;
QR_Length=0;
rho1=0; % Capacity of the ESU .
rho2=0; % Capacity of the RSU.
FTB1=0;
FTB2=0;
BP1=0;
BP2=0;
Total_ESU=0;
Total_RSU=0;
m;
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
for i=2:size_X2(1)
T=TotalUsers(m); % T is the Total used channels by SUs and PUs.
TSU=Total_SU_Users(m);
T1= Total_ESU1_Users(m);
T2= Total_ESU2_Users(m);
T3= Total_ESU3_Users(m);
T4= Total_RSU_Users(m);
T5=6-T;
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yt1=T1/TSU;
yt2=T2/TSU;
yt3=T3/TSU;
yt4=T4/TSU;
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
i7=su_with_index3(m);
i8=rsu_with_index4(m);
i9=pu_with_indexO(m);
% PU ARRIVALS TO INDEX 1
if X2(i,3)==1
y=rand;
if y<=yt1
if T<6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
elseif T==6 && i3<=6
if i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i4,3)=1;
else
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i3,3)=0;
m(i3,6)=0;
FTB1=1+FTB1;
end
elseif T==6 && i3>6
if i8<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i8,3)=0;
m(i8,6)=0;
FTB2=1+FTB2;
elseif i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i4,3)=1;
end
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end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
%elseif X2(i,3)==2 % PU ARRIVALS TO INDEX 2
elseif y>yt1 && y<=(yt1+yt2)
if T<6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
elseif T==6 && i4<=6
if i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
else
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i4,3)=1;
end
elseif T==6 && i4>6
if i3<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i3,3)=0;
m(i3,6)=0;
FTB1=1+FTB1;
elseif i8<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i8,3)=0;
m(i8,6)=0;
FTB2=1+FTB2;
elseif i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
% elseif X2(i,3)==3 % PU ARRIVALS TO INDEX 3
elseif y>(yt1+yt2) && y<=(yt1+yt2+yt3)
if T<6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
elseif T==6 && i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif T==6 && i7>6
if i8<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
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m(i8,3)=0;
m(i8,6)=0;
FTB2=1+FTB2;
elseif i3<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i3,3)=0;
m(i3,6)=0;
FTB1=1+FTB1;
elseif i4<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i4,3)=1;
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
%elseif X2(i,3)==4 % PU ARRIVALS TO INDEX 4
elseif y>(yt1+yt2+yt3) && y<=(yt1+yt2+yt3+yt4)
if T<6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
elseif T==6 && i8<=6
if i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i4,3)=1;
else
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i8,3)=0;
m(i8,6)=0;
FTB2=1+FTB2;
end
elseif T==6 && i8>6
if i3<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i3,3)=0;
m(i3,6)=0;
FTB1=1+FTB1;
elseif i7<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i9,4)=1;
m(i9,5)=exprnd(1/muP);
m(i4,3)=1;
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end
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
elseif X2(i,3)==6 && X2(i,2)>0 % ESU Arrival
Total_ESU=1+Total_ESU;
T=TotalUsers(m);
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
i7=su_with_index3(m);
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if T<=3
m(i6,3)=3;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
elseif T==4
m(i6,3)=2;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
elseif T==5
m(i6,3)=1;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
elseif T==6
if i7<=6
m(i6,3)=1;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i6,3)=1;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i4,3)=1;
elseif Q(1,1)<QE
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)+1;
QE_Length=QE_Length+1;
else
BP1=1+BP1;
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
elseif X2(i,3)==7 && X2(i,2)>0 % RSU Arrival
Total_RSU=1+Total_RSU;
T=TotalUsers(m);
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
i7=su_with_index3(m);
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if T<=5
m(i6,3)=4;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
elseif T==6
if i7<=6
m(i6,3)=4;
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m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i7,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i6,3)=4;
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i4,3)=1;
elseif Q(1,2)<QR
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)+1;
QR_Length=QR_Length+1;
else
BP2=1+BP2;
end
end
else
m=m;
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++%
% PU Service Length Consideration at each time
for ii=1:6
if m(ii,4)>0
T_diff=(X2(i,1)-X2(i-1,1)); % T_diff is the time difference between current
m(ii,5)=m(ii,5)-(1*T_diff); % time and the previous time.
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
if m(ii,5)<=0 && m(ii,4)==1 % PU departure with 1 channel
m(ii,4)=0; % Clear pu service index
m(ii,5)=0; % Clear pu service length
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
i3=su_with_index1(m); % Index of the matrix row in which the
% ESU with 1 aggregated ch.
i4=su_with_index2(m); % Index of the matrix row in which the
% ESU with 2 aggregated ch.
if Q(1,2)>0 % If there is RSU service in the queue.
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2); % RSU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(ii,3)=4;
elseif Q(1,1)>0 % If there is ESU service in the queue.
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1); % ESU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(ii,3)=1;
elseif i3<=6 % ESU service with 1 aggregated ch. adds new ch.
m(i3,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6 % ESU service with 2 aggregated ch. adds new ch.
m(i4,3)=3;
else
m=m;
end
end
end
end
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
for ii=1:6
if (m(ii,3)>0 && m(ii,3)<4) % ESU service length reduction with time.
T_diff=(X2(i,1)-X2(i-1,1)); % T_diff is the time difference between current
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m(ii,6)=m(ii,6)-(m(ii,3)*T_diff); % time and the previous time.
if m(ii,6)<=0 && m(ii,3)==1 % SU departure with 1 aggregated channel
rho1=1+rho1;
m(ii,3)=0; % Clear su service index.
m(ii,6)=0; % Clear SU service length.
i3=su_with_index1(m); % Index of the matrix row in which the
% ESU with 1 aggregated ch.
i4=su_with_index2(m); % Index of the matrix row in which the
% ESU with 2 aggregated ch.
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
if Q(1,2)>0 % If there is RSU service in the queue.
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2); % RSU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(ii,3)=4;
elseif Q(1,1)>0 % If there is ESU service in the queue.
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1); % ESU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(ii,3)=1;
elseif i3<=6 % ESU service with 1 ch. adds new 1 channel.
m(i3,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6 % ESU service with 2 ch. adds new 1 channel.
m(i4,3)=3;
else
m=m;
end
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
elseif m(ii,6)<=0 && m(ii,3)==2 % SU departure with 2 aggregated channel.
rho1=1+rho1;
m(ii,3)=0; % Clear su service index.
m(ii,6)=0; % Clear SU service length.
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if Q(1,2)>0 && Q(1,1)>0 % If there are both RSU and ESU services
% in the queue
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1; % one of the each service has the chance.
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,3)=1; % ESU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2); % RSU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(i5,3)=4;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)>1
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-2;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2); % RSU service in the queue gets the chance.
m(ii,3)=4;
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
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end
elseif Q(1,2)==0 && Q(1,1)>1
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-2;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=1;
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if i6<=6
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i6,3)=1;
end
elseif Q(1,2)==0 && Q(1,1)==1
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=2;
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==1
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(ii,3)=4;
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i3<=6
m(i3,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==0 && i3<=6
m(i3,3)=3;
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==0 && i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
else
m=m;
end
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
elseif m(ii,6)<0 && m(ii,3)==3 % SU departure with 3 aggregated channel
rho1=1+rho1;
m(ii,3)=0; % Clear su service index
m(ii,6)=0; % Clear SU service length
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if Q(1,1)>0 && Q(1,2)>1
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-2;
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=1;
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
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end
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
end
elseif Q(1,1)>=1 && Q(1,2)==1
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1;
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-2;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=1;
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if i6<=6
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i6,3)=1;
end
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==1 && Q(1,2)==0
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=3;
elseif Q(1,1)==2 && Q(1,2)==0
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-2;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=2;
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if i6<=6
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i6,3)=1;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==3 && Q(1,2)==0
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-3;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=1;
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if i6<=6
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i6,3)=1;
end
i6=su_with_indexO(m);
if i6<=6
m(i6,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(i6,3)=1;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==3
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-3;
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m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(ii,3)=4;
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
end
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==2
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-2;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(ii,3)=4;
i5=rsu_with_indexO(m);
if i5<=6
m(i5,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(i5,3)=4;
end
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i3<=6
m(i3,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==1
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(ii,3)=4;
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i3<=6
m(i3,3)=3;
elseif i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
end
elseif Q(1,1)==0 && Q(1,2)==0
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i3<=6
m(i3,3)=3;
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
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if i3<=6
m(i3,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
elseif i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
end
end
end
end
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
% If index is RSU service
elseif (m(ii,3)>0 && m(ii,3)==4)
T_diff=(X2(i,1)-X2(i-1,1)); % T_diff is the time difference between
m(ii,6)=m(ii,6)-(1*T_diff); % current time and the previous time.
if m(ii,6)<=0 && m(ii,3)==4 % SU departure with 1 aggregated channel
rho2=1+rho2; % Capacity of the ESU
%v2=X2(i,1); % SU departed Time
m(ii,3)=0; % Clear su service index
m(ii,6)=0; % Clear SU service length
i3=su_with_index1(m);
i4=su_with_index2(m);
if Q(1,2)>0
%m(ii,3)=0; % Clear su service index
Q(1,2)=Q(1,2)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS2);
m(ii,3)=4;
elseif Q(1,1)>0
%m(ii,3)=0; % Clear su service index
Q(1,1)=Q(1,1)-1;
m(ii,6)=exprnd(1/muS1);
m(ii,3)=1;
elseif i3<=6
m(i3,3)=2;
elseif i4<=6
m(i4,3)=3;
else
m=m;
end
end
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end
end % ..................% End of SU departure occurances
m;
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
end %...................% End of whole Loop
cap1=rho1/T_max
cap2=rho2/T_max
FTP11=FTB1/(Total_ESU-BP1)
FTP22=FTB2/(Total_RSU-BP2)
BLOCKProb11=BP1/Total_ESU
BLOCKProb22=BP2/Total_RSU
